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June 2018
Ages 3 And Under, Grades P And
Under
32 pages
15.5 in H | 18 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 38
Territory: US,C,O (-EU)
Rights:
B: Walker Books
T/A: HMH
P/M: Text: Jenny Darling
Art: HMH
Picture book
Hardcover edition
$16.99 CL/$19.99 CAN
978-0-15-206057-2
Lap board book edition
$11.99 BB/$13.99 CAN
978-0-547-58103-3
Bilingual board book:
$6.99 BB/$9.99 CAN
978-0-547-87006-9

HMH Books for Young Readers
$26.99 / $36.99 Can.
9781328852250
E-book ISBN 9780547505596
Author Residence:
Author: Adelaide, Australia
Illustrator: London, England

Worldwide celebration of adorable baby ﬁngers and baby toes
by acclaimed picture-book creators, now in a big book
format that’s ideal for storytime.

Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes
Mem Fox Illustrated by Helen Oxenbury
As everyone knows, nothing is sweeter than tiny baby ﬁngers and chubby baby toes. . . .
From two of the most gifted picture-book creators of our time is a celebration of baby
ﬁngers, baby toes, and the joy they—and the babies they belong to—bring to everyone,
everywhere, all over the world! This gorgeously simple picture book, now in a big book
edition, is a perfect read-aloud for very young children with its rhythmic, rhyming text.
Children (and the adults reading to them will delight in the illustrations of roly-poly
little ones from a variety of backgrounds—wrinkles, dimples, pudges, and all!
M eem
m F ox is the author of many acclaimed books, including Time for Bed and Whoever You Are.
She lives in Adelaide, Australia.Visit her website at memfox.net
He llen
een
n O xeen
nb u rryy is the illustrator of dozens of beloved picture books, including Phyllis Roots' Big
Momma Makes the World and her own Tom and Pippo series. She lives in London, England.
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June 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
26 pages
7.8 in H | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 28
Territory: US,C
Board book

A practically perfect alphabet board book full of fantastic
words from the whimsical world of Mary Poppins!
Based on the 1962 classic edition.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$8.99 / $12.50 Can.
9781328911186
E-book ISBN 9780547541976
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Mary Poppins ABC Board Book
P. L. Travers, illustrated by Mary Shepard
Mary Poppins, the beloved English nanny from page, stage, and silver screen, comes
alive for the youngest readers in this full-color, fanciful alphabet board book. Each
letter offers the opportunity for a poetic romp through the adventures from the
novels. So ﬂy in on the East wind for Exciting Escapades (with the letter E), and
share this truly unique book with Mary Poppins fans old and new.
P. L. Travers (1899–1996) was a drama critic, travel essayist, reviewer, lecturer, and novelist. She
wrote several other books for children and adults, but it is for the character of Mary Poppins that
she is best remembered.
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May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
38 pages
7.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 22
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: Andrea Brown
Board book

Now in board book format, it’s a facial hair face-off in this
laugh-out-loud sequel to Mustache Baby.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328866530
MARKETING
• Downloadable activity/event kit

Author Residence:
Author: Kansas City, MO
Illustrator: Edmonton, Alberta
(Canada)

Mustache Baby Meets His Match (board
book)
Bridget Heos, illustrated by Joy Ang
When Baby Javier comes for a playdate, Baby Billy, a.k.a. Mustache Baby, feels the
need to show him a thing or two, seeing how Javier’s new to town—and also sports
an impressive beard. What ensues is a hilarious test of wills and facial hair, as each
baby sets out to prove his manliness. It seems Mustache Baby may have truly met his
match . . . but one-upmanship isn’t the point of a playdate, is it?
Bridget Heos is the author of Mustache Baby as well as many nonﬁction books. She lives in
Kansas City with her husband and four children. Visit her website at
www.author.bridgetheos.com.
Joy Ang has illustrated several picture books, among them Mustache Baby. She lives in
Edmonton, Canada. Visit her website at www.joyang.com.
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July 2018
Ages 3 And Under, Grades P And
Under
12 pages
7 in H | 7 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 40
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Board book

A playful peekaboo cover reveals ﬁve glittery ghosts for
preschoolers to count in every silly scene.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$6.99 / $9.99 Can.
9781328866592

Five Silly Ghosts (board book)
HMH, illustrated by Hilli Kushnir
Five silly ghosts ﬂoating by a gate. The ﬁrst one said, “Oh my, it’s getting late.”
This board book features a classic rhyming read-aloud text with the ﬁve silly glittery
ghosts in Halloween costumes as they peer through a die-cut cover. Each page turn
provides a playfully ghoulish reveal.
Join ﬁve silly ghosts in this fun counting caper!
H i l l i K u s h n i r is an illustrator, designer, and chocolate addict who resides in New York City. Visit
Hilli at www.hillik.com.
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June 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
30 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 28
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Board book

A colorful board book that captures the fun and excitement
of a day at the beach.

Hardcover edition
$17.99 CL/$25.50 CAN
978-0-618-02923-5

HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328910691
E-book ISBN 9780547533377
Author Residence:
Author: Lancaster, PA
Illustrator: Long Beach, CA

Beach Day
by Karen Roosa, illustrated by Maggie Smith
The perfect board book for summer! Buoyant verse and bright, playful illustrations
capture the singular feeling of a hazy, lazy day by the ocean, complete with a ball
game with new friends, water-skiers and sailboats, and a picnic lunch. A captivating
introduction to the beach for young children.
Karen Roosa is the author of Beach Day which was named a Bank Street Best Children's Book of
the Year. She lives with her family in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Maggie Smith has written and illustrated many picture books including My Blue Bunny,
Bubbit. She lives in Long Beach, California. Please visit her at www.maggiebooks.com.
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March 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
30 pages
9.3 in H | 10.3 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 20
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M/S: HMH
Lap board book

In this sweet and simple read-aloud, ﬁve restless sheep can’t
get to sleep until a helpful collie comes to their rescue.
Now in a lap board book!

Hardcover edition
$16.99 CL/$21.99 CAN
978-0-544-30989-0
Board book edition
$7.99 BB/$11.50 CAN
978-0-544-64053-5

HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328910493
Author Residence:
Author: Ann Arbor, MI
Illustrator: Shelburne Falls, MA.

Sheep Go to Sleep (lap board book)
by Nancy Shaw, illustrated by Margot Apple
It's time for bed, but the sheep just can't settle down. Never fear: a trusty sheepdog is
here to help. What will it take to get these restless sheep to bed? A hug? A blanket? A
drink of water? Will this dedicated collie ever get these bleating sheep to sleep? From
the team behind the best-selling Sheep in a Jeep, this sweet and silly sleepy-time tale is
perfect for anyone putting a demanding little one to bed. Now in a lap board book
size that is perfect for storytime!

Nancy Shaw is the author of seven tales featuring the comical sheep. She lives in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. Visit her website at nancyshawbooks.com.
Margot Apple has illustrated more than ﬁfty books for children and has created illustrations for
Cricket and Ladybug magazines. She lives in Shelburne Falls, Massachusetts.
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May 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
32 pages
10.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 18
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: Curtis Brown
Lap board book

From the beloved author of Lyle, Lyle, Crocodile comes an
ode to big and small acts of courage! Celebrate all of the
courageous acts in this lap board book!

Hardcover edition:
$14.99 CL/ $20.99 CAN
978-0-618-23855-2
HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328886477
E-book ISBN 9780547529370

Courage (lap board book)
Bernard Waber
There are many kinds of courage. Big acts of courage and the everyday kinds that
normal, ordinary people exhibit all the time, like “being the ﬁrst to make up after an
argument” or “going to bed without a night-light.” Bernard Waber explores the many
varied kinds of courage and celebrates the moments, big and small, that bring out
the hero in each of us. Now a lap board book.
Bernard Waber was the beloved author/illustrator of more than thirty picture books, including
Courage,Ira Sleeps Over, and Do You See a Mouse? With the publication of The House on East 88th
Street in 1962, hisLyle, Lyle, Crocodile series of books became a mainstay of children's literature.
You can learn more about him at bernardwaber.com.
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August 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
36 pages
10.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 16
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: Text: Andrea Brown
Literary
Art: Illustrator via HMH
Lap board Book

Does Baby Billy have a good-guy mustache or a bad-guy
mustache? Everyone's favorite facial-haired baby is now in lap
board book format!

Hardcover
$16.99/Higher in Canada
ISBN: 978-0-547-77357-5
HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328910486
MARKETING
• Downloadable activity/event kit

Mustache Baby (lap board book)
Bridget Heos, illustrated by Joy Ang
When Baby Billy is born with a mustache, his family takes it in stride. They are
reassured when he nobly saves the day in imaginary-play sessions as a cowboy or
cop and his mustache looks good-guy great. But as time passes, their worst fears are
conﬁrmed when little Billy’s mustache starts to curl up at the ends in a suspiciously
villainous fashion. Sure enough, “Billy’s disreputable mustache led him into a life of
dreadful crime.” Plenty of tongue-in-cheek humor and cartoonish illustrations make
this board book the perfect baby-shower gift for a mustachioed father-to-be.
Bridget Heos is the author of thirteen young adult nonﬁction books, including Mustache Baby
Meets His Match. She lives in Kansas City, Missouri, with her husband and sons. Visit her website
at www.authorbridgetheos.com.
Joy Ang is the illustrator of I Will Not Read This Book and Mustache Baby Meets His Match and has
worked in the comic and gaming industries. She lives in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Visit her
website at www.joyang.ca.
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March 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
28 pages
10.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 22
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Text: Andrea Brown Literary
Art: HMH
Lap board book

A smart and funny farmyard romp for tiny feminists,
now in lap board book format.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328959850
E-book ISBN 9780547563183

Tough Chicks (lap board book)
by Cece Meng, illustrated by Melissa Suber
Peep, peep, zoom, zip, cheep!
From the moment Penny, Polly, and Molly hatch from their eggs, the whole farm
knows they are truly tough chicks. They wrestle worms, rope roosters, and are often
found under the hood of the tractor. All the other animals and even the farmer
himself tell Mama Hen to make her chicks good. "They are good!" Mama Hen replies.
But her chicks are different. They're tough and smart and strong in a good way.
C e c e M e n g is the author of Bedtime Is Cancelled, among other great books for children. She lives
with her family in California. Visit her at www.cecemeng.com and on Twitter at @iwrite4kids.
M e l i s s a S u b e r has worked as an artist for Disney, DreamWorks, Universal Studios, and
Nickelodeon. She has illustrated many books for young readers. Melissa lives in California.
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May 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
30 pages
7.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 14
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/S: HMH
P/M: Art: HMH
Text: Erin Murphy Lit.
Padded board book

Say goodnight to a good dog in this tender young bedtime
book in the tradition of Goodnight Moon. Now in a padded
board book with a touch-and-feel dog on the cover.

Hardcover edition
$16.99 CL/$21.99 CAN
978-0-544-28612-2
HMH Books for Young Readers
$8.99 / $12.50 Can.
9781328852427
Author Residence:
Author: South Danbury, NH
Illustrator: Brimﬁeld, MA

Goodnight, Good Dog
(padded board book)

Written by Mary Lyn Ray, illustrated by Rebecca Malone
* "The pace of the page turns gently slows down as this good dog heads to his
dreams. Goodnight, Good Dog. Sure to be shelved next to Goodnight Moon. It deserves
that rareﬁed spot." —Kirkus Reviews, starred review
For one restless pup the waking world is too full of wonder to leave behind at
bedtime, until he closes his eyes and ﬁnds comfort in his dreams. Mary Lyn Ray's
warm and accessible padded board book, now with a touch-and-feel dog on the
cover, celebrates the sights and sounds of the night to reassure young children at
bedtime.

M a rryy L yyn
n Ra y is the author of the New York Times bestseller Stars, which was awarded the
prestigious E.B. White Read Aloud Honor; Mud; and Pumpkins. She lives in South Danbury,
New Hampshire. Visit her website at www.marylynray.com.
Reeb
be c caaMa lloon e 's art is created with acrylic paint on watercolor paper. She lives in Brimﬁeld,
Massachusetts. Visit her website at www.rebeccamaloneillustration.com.
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July 2018
Ages 3 And Under, Grades P And
Under
32 pages
7.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US,C,I,O
Rights:
B/T/P/M: Text: Curtis Brown
Art: HMH
Padded board book

Where is Bear? Join the animals in their search!
This hide-and-seek story in padded board book
format is an ideal storytime read.

Hardcover edition
978-0-15-204936-2
$16.00 CL/Higher in Canada
Paperback edition
$6.99 PA/$9.99 CAN
978-0-15-205918-7

Where Is Bear? (padded board book)
Lesléa Newman, illustrated by Valeri Gorbachev

HMH Books for Young Readers
$8.99 / $11.99 Can.
9781328918918
Author Residence:
Author: Northampton, MA
Illustrator: Brooklyn, NY

The animals in the forest are playing hide-and-seek, and everyone is found—except
for the biggest creature of all! Where, oh where, could Bear have gone? One thing is
certain: his loyal friends will do whatever it takes to ﬁnd him. Join the search for Bear
in this sweet padded board book!
Lesléa Newman has written many books both for children and adults, including Cats! Cats! Cats!
and Hachiko Waits. She lives in Northampton, Massachusetts. Visit her website at
www.LesleaKids.com.
Valeri Gorbachev has illustrated more than forty books for children, including his own Big Little
Elephant. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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May 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
96 pages
11 in H | 8.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 28
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Hansen Literary
Activity Book
Series: Super Duper Doodle Books

Summer fun awaits in this activity book brimming with cool
characters, easy-to-follow doodle prompts, hidden picture
puzzles, and story starters!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328810175
MARKETING
Conference promotions

Super-Duper Summery Doodle Book
Ryan Sias
Welcome to the wacky world of the Super-Duper Summery Doodle Book!

Learn to draw more than twenty funny cartoon characters in super-silly summer
scenes on every page. It's clever, creative, and ton of fun! Just grab your favorite
markers, crayons, or colored pencils and get set to laugh and create awesome art all
summer long!
Inside each book, you’ll ﬁnd 96 pages of fun!
• Easy-to-follow drawing tips
• Imaginative doodle prompts
• Silly story starters
• Hilarious hidden picture pages
Ryan Sias is an author, illustrator, and an animation director who's doodled ever since he could
pick up a crayon. In addition to creating the Super-Duper Doodle Book series, he is the illustrator
of the Woof & Quack series. He lives with his wife in Queens, New York. Visit him at
www.ryansias.com and on Twitter at @ryansias.
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July 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
96 pages
11 in H | 8.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 28
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Hansen Literary
Series: Super Duper Doodle Books

Spooky fun awaits in this activity book ﬁlled with ghoulish
characters, eerily easy-to-follow doodle prompts, hidden
picture puzzles, and story starters!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328810199
MARKETING
Conference promotions

Super-Duper Spooky Doodle Book
Ryan Sias
Welcome to the weird world of the Super-Duper Spooky Doodle Book!
Learn to draw more than twenty ghastly characters in silly scenes on every page. It’s
clever, creative, and contagious fun! Just grab your markers, crayons, or colored
pencils and get set to laugh and create awesome art—just in time for Halloween!
Inside each book, you’ll ﬁnd 96 pages of fun!
Easy-to-follow drawing tips
Imaginative doodle prompts
Silly story starters
Hilarious hidden picture pages
Ryan Sias is an author, illustrator, and an animation director who's doodled ever since he could
pick up a crayon. In addition to creating the Super-Duper Doodle Book series, he is the illustrator
of the Woof & Quack series. He lives with his wife in Queens, New York. Visit him at
www.ryansias.com and on Twitter at @ryansias.
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August 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
48 pages
10 in H | 10 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 28
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/P/M: Sandra Dijkstra Literary
Agency
Picture Book
HMH Books for Young Readers
$18.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544874350
E-book ISBN 9780547545301
MARKETING

National advertising
campaign
Update activity kit
Conference promotions
National and regional
media campaign
Bookstore tour

Celebrate the twenty-ﬁfth anniversary of Stellaluna with a
deluxe edition of this best-selling picture book classic,
now with bonus crafts and activities!

Stellaluna 25th Anniversary Edition
Janell Cannon
Knocked from her mother’s safe embrace by an attacking owl, Stellaluna lands
headﬁrst in a bird’s nest. This adorable baby fruit bat’s world is literally turned upside
down when she is adopted by the occupants of the nest and adapts to their peculiar
bird habits. Two pages of notes at the end of the story provide factual information
about bats. “Delightful and informative but never didactic; a splendid debut.”--Kirkus
Reviews
Janell Cannon
Cannon's picture books have won many awards and are beloved around the world. She is
the author and illustrator of Verdi, Crickwing, Pinduli, and the long-time bestselling classic
Stellaluna. Born and raised in Minnesota, Ms. Cannon now lives in Southern California.
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March 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
80 pages
7 in H | 7 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 8
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Universal
Board book boxed set
Series: Curious George
HMH Books for Young Readers
$18.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328798954

This boxed set of concept books for toddlers includes four
newly updated and enlarged Curious George board books.

Curious George's Box of Books
H. A. Rey

MARKETING
Curiosity Day event kit
promotions
Cross-promotions with
Universal and Curious
George licensing partners
Costumes available
through Costume
Specialists
Continued promotion on
www.curiousgeorge.com

Inside this colorful boxed set you'll ﬁnd four Curious George concept board books.
Each book explores one concept with a colorful, updated look. Get your toddler
curious with Curious George!
Curious George's Box of Books includes the following board books:
ABCs
Are You Curious?
Opposites
1 to 10 and Back Again

The perfect box of board books for curious toddlers ready to learn with their favorite
mischievous monkey!

H. A. Rey and his wife, Margret
Margret, ﬁrst introduced the world to the bighearted, fun-loving
troublemaker-hero Curious George in 1941, and young readers have been in love with him ever
since. Visit the website at www.curiousgeorge.com.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
9 in H | 6.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Universal
Picture book
Series: Curious George

Perfect for beginning readers who love Curious George.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328737182
MARKETING
Curiosity Day event kit
promotions
Cross-promotions with
Universal and Curious
George licensing partners
Costumes available
through Costume
Specialists
Continued promotion on
www.curiousgeorge.com

Curious George in Follow That Hat!
Margret and H. A. Rey
Follow that hat! The man's yellow hat has run away . . . all by itself. But how? Hats
don't have legs! Or do they?
Join Curious George and his friend on a hilariously fun adventure as they head out
to chase the man's mysterious yellow hat.
H. A. Rey and his wife, Margret
Margret, ﬁrst introduced the world to the bighearted, fun-loving
troublemaker-hero Curious George in 1941, and young readers have been in love with him ever
since. Visit www.curiousgeorge.com for more.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
9 in H | 6.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Universal
Picture book
Series: Curious George

Perfect for beginning readers who love Curious George.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328736239
MARKETING
Curiosity Day event kit
promotions
Cross-promotions with
Universal and Curious
George licensing partners
Costumes available
through Costume
Specialists
Continued promotion on
www.curiousgeorge.com

Curious George in Super George!
H. A. and Margret Rey
It's not a bird. It's not a plane. It's Super George!
Join Curious George on a super fun caper across the city. What happens when
George and his friend Tim are faced with a real crime to solve? It’s Super George to
the rescue!

H. A. Rey and his wife, Margret
Margret, ﬁrst introduced the world to the bighearted, fun-loving
troublemaker-hero Curious George in 1941, and young readers have been in love with him ever
since. Visit www.curiousgeorge.com for more.
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May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
160 pages
7.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Universal
Boxed set
Series: Curious George
HMH Books for Young Readers
$14.99 / $19.99 Can.
9781328685971

Give kids a jump-start on STEM learning with Curious George
Math and Science Readers. This boxed set includes 10 books
and 10 activity cards.

Curious George Math and Science Readers
10-Book STEM Reading Program

MARKETING
Curiosity Day event kit
promotions
Cross-promotions with
Universal and Curious
George licensing partners
Costumes available
through Costume
Specialists
Continued promotion on
www.curiousgeorge.com

H. A. Rey
STEM topics are becoming more important to school and in our daily lives. Curious
George Math and Science Readers use engaging and funny stories to help children
observe, question, predict, and explore the world around.
This boxed set includes ten fun stories and activity cards featuring Curious George
designed to introduce young readers to science, technology, engineering, and math.
H. A. Rey and his wife, Margret
Margret, ﬁrst introduced the world to the bighearted, fun-loving
troublemaker-hero Curious George in 1941, and young readers have been in love with him ever
since.
www.curiousgeorge.com
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April 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
24 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Universal
Early Reader
Series: Curious George

A level 2 early reader based on Curious George, the Emmy
Award–winning PBS TV show, all about surprises, helping
friends, and—of course—celebrating mothers!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328857163

Curious George Mother's Day Surprise
(CGTV Reader)
H. A. Rey
It’s Mother’s Day and George's friends Marco and Cecilia want to surprise their mami
with a party! George is excited to help Marco make a piñata and other festive
decorations while Cecilia and the Man with the Yellow Hat prepare delicious treats.
But when Marco and Cecilia see their mami arriving early, they have to scramble to
get ready. Will the crew be able to pull the party together in time to make this one
Mother’s Day she’ll never forget?
It's all about teamwork in this level 2 early reader based on the Emmy Award–
winning PBS TV show. This book includes a bonus activity with instructions for
making your own paper ﬂowers to give to mom!
H . A . R e y and his wife, Margret, ﬁrst introduced the world to the bighearted, fun-loving
troublemaker-hero Curious George in 1941, and young readers have been in love with him ever
since.
www.curiousgeorge.com
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A level 2 early reader based on Curious George, the Emmy
Award–winning PBS TV show, all about surprises, helping
friends, and—of course—celebrating mothers!

April 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
24 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Universal
Early Reader
Series: Curious George
HMH Books for Young Readers
$3.99 / $5.50 Can.
9781328897664

Curious George Mother's Day Surprise
(CGTV Reader)
H. A. Rey
It’s Mother’s Day and George's friends Marco and Cecilia want to surprise their mami with a
party! George is excited to help Marco make a piñata and other festive decorations while
Cecilia and the Man with the Yellow Hat prepare delicious treats. But when Marco and
Cecilia see their mami arriving early, they have to scramble to get ready. Will the crew be
able to pull the party together in time to make this one Mother’s Day she’ll never forget?
It's all about teamwork in this level 2 early reader based on the Emmy Award–winning PBS
TV show. This book includes a bonus activity with instructions for making your own paper
ﬂowers to give to mom!
H.

A. Re y and his wife, Ma rgre t , ﬁrst introduced the world to the bighearted, fun-loving

troublemaker-hero Curious George in 1941, and young readers have been in love with him ever since.
www.curiousgeorge.com
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June 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
12 pages
7 in H | 9 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: The Jim Henson Company
Board book
Series: Splash and Bubbles
HMH Books for Young Readers
$8.99 / $12.50 Can.
9781328852748

Explore the underwater world of The Jim Henson Company's
Splash and Bubbles in this novelty board book with colorful
printed acetate panels throughout!

Splash and Bubbles: Dive In, Lend a Fin!
(acetate board book)
The Jim Henson Company
A novelty board book based on The Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS
Kids. Colorful illustrations introduce readers to Splash, Bubbles, and their friends in
Reeftown, die cuts and acetate create an amazing, watery effect, and the rhyming text
inspires kids to "lend a ﬁn," because everyone needs to do his or her part to help keep
our oceans clean and blue!

In the series of books based on The Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS
Kids, Splash, Bubbles, and their friends explore the world’s undersea habitats, make
new friends, and learn about the many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean,
celebrating the importance of diversity along the way.
Th e Jiim
m Heen
nssoon Coom
mp aan
ny has remained an established leader in family entertainment for
sixty years and is recognized worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics, and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Jim Henson has received more
than ﬁfty Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards. Recent credits include the Emmy®
nominated Sid the Science Kid and Dinosaur Train. Splash and Bubbles books are based on the
series created by John Tartaglia, currently airing on PBS Kids®.
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June 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
10 pages
6 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: The Jim Henson Company
Board book
Series: Splash and Bubbles
HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328852762
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

A colorful, plush ﬁsh tail on the spine beckons readers to dive
into this board book about the underwater world of The Jim
Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS Kids!

Splash and Bubbles: My Colorful Reef
(board book)
The Jim Henson Company
Bubbles takes readers on a tour of her colorful reef in this concept board book! Touch
her plush tail on the spine and dive into a conversational text that covers not only
colors, but interesting facts about all of the creatures Bubbles and readers meet on
their adventures. Color concepts are driven home in eye-popping bold illustrations.

In the series of books based on The Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS
Kids, Splash, Bubbles, and their friends explore the world’s undersea habitats, make
new friends, and learn about the many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean,
celebrating the importance of diversity along the way.

Th e J iim
m Heen
nssoon C oom
mp aan
ny has remained an established leader in family entertainment for
sixty years and is recognized worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics, and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Jim Henson has received more
than ﬁfty Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards. Recent credits include the Emmy®
nominated Sid the Science Kid and Dinosaur Train. Splash and Bubbles books are based on the
series created by John Tartaglia, currently airing on PBS Kids®.
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June 2018
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And Under
10 pages
6 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 40
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: The Jim Henson Company
Board book
Series: Splash and Bubbles
HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328852793

A colorful, plush ﬁsh tail on the spine beckons readers to dive
into this board book about the underwater world of The Jim
Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS Kids!

Splash and Bubbles: So Many Sea
Creatures! (board book)
The Jim Henson Company
Splash introduces readers to many amazing creatures on a tour of the reef in this
simple concept board book! Touch his plush tail on the spine and dive into a
conversational text that covers not only numbers and counting from one to ﬁve, but
interesting facts about all of the creatures Splash and readers meet along the way.
Counting concepts are driven home in eye-popping bold illustrations.

In the series of books based on The Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS
Kids, Splash, Bubbles, and their friends explore the world’s undersea habitats, make
new friends, and learn about the many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean,
celebrating the importance of diversity along the way.
Th e J iim
m Heen
nssoon Coom
mpaan
ny has remained an established leader in family entertainment for
sixty years and is recognized worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics, and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Jim Henson has received more
than ﬁfty Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards. Recent credits include the Emmy®
nominated Sid the Science Kid and Dinosaur Train. Splash and Bubbles books are based on the
series created by John Tartaglia, currently airing on PBS Kids®.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
24 pages
8 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: The Jim Henson Company
Picture book
Series: Splash and Bubbles

A colorful tale from the world of The Jim Henson Company's Splash
and Bubbles on PBS Kids, complete with fascinating Fin Facts!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328852779
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Splash and Bubbles: Rhythm of the Reef
The Jim Henson Company
Splash and friends are excited for the Reeftown Rhythm Festival, but Wave the
octopus is shy about joining the musical fun. Whenever he tries to dance, his tentacles
move in crazy ways! What will everyone else think? Can Splash convince him that his
unique dance moves make him amazing and that the only thing his friends care about
is whether he's having fun?

In the series of books based on The Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS
Kids, Splash, Bubbles, and their friends explore the world’s undersea habitats, make
new friends, and learn about the many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean,
celebrating the importance of diversity along the way.
Th e J iim
m Heen
nssoon Coom
mpaan
ny has remained an established leader in family entertainment for
sixty years and is recognized worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics, and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Jim Henson has received more
than ﬁfty Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards. Recent credits include the Emmy®
nominated Sid the Science Kid and Dinosaur Train. Splash and Bubbles books are based on the
series created by John Tartaglia, currently airing on P BS Kids®.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
24 pages
8 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 40
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: The Jim Henson Company
Picture book
Series: Splash and Bubbles

A colorful tale from the world of The Jim Henson Company's Splash
and Bubbles on PBS Kids, complete with fascinating Fin Facts!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328852755
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Splash and Bubbles: Shark Surprise
The Jim Henson Company
Splash, Bubbles, and Dunk ﬁnd a shark tooth in Reeftown. Does that mean there's a
SHARK in Reeftown? They're pretty sure sharks are big and mean and scary, until they
meet a new friend who opens their eyes to the many different types of sharks in our
diverse ocean.

In the series of books based on The Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS
Kids, Splash, Bubbles, and their friends explore the world’s undersea habitats, make
new friends, and learn about the many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean,
celebrating the importance of diversity along the way.
Th e J iim
m Heen
nssoon Coom
mpaan
ny has remained an established leader in family entertainment for
sixty years and is recognized worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics, and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Jim Henson has received more
than ﬁfty Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards. Recent credits include the Emmy®
nominated Sid the Science Kid and Dinosaur Train. Splash and Bubbles books are based on the
series created by John Tartaglia, currently airing on PBS Kids®.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
24 pages
8 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: The Jim Henson Company
Picture book
Series: Splash and Bubbles

A colorful tale from the world of The Jim Henson Company's
Splash and Bubbles on PBS Kids, complete with a fold-out
play scene and removable stickers!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$4.99 / $6.99 Can.
9781328852786
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Splash and Bubbles: Rhythm of the Reef
with sticker play scene
The Jim Henson Company
Splash and friends are excited for the Reeftown Rhythm Festival, but Wave the
octopus is shy about joining the musical fun. Whenever he tries to dance, his tentacles
move in crazy ways! What will everyone else think? Can Splash convince him that his
unique dance moves make him amazing and that the only thing his friends care about
is whether he's having fun?

In the series of books based on The Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS
Kids, Splash, Bubbles, and their friends explore the world’s undersea habitats, make
new friends, and learn about the many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean,
celebrating the importance of diversity along the way.
Th e J iim
m Heen
nssoon Coom
mpaan
ny has remained an established leader in family entertainment for
sixty years and is recognized worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics, and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Jim Henson has received more
than ﬁfty Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards. Recent credits include the Emmy®
nominated Sid the Science Kid and Dinosaur Train. Splash and Bubbles books are based on the
series created by John Tartaglia, currently airing on PBS Kids®.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
24 pages
8 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: The Jim Henson Company
Picture book
Series: Splash and Bubbles

A colorful tale from the world of The Jim Henson Company's
Splash and Bubbles on PBS Kids, complete with a fold-out
play scene and removable stickers!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$4.99 / $6.99 Can.
9781328852809
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Splash and Bubbles: Shark Surprise with
sticker play scene
The Jim Henson Company
Splash, Bubbles, and Dunk ﬁnd a shark tooth in Reeftown. Does that mean there's a
SHARK in Reeftown? They're pretty sure sharks are big and mean and scary, until they
meet a new friend who opens their eyes to the many different types of sharks in our
diverse ocean.

In the series of books based on The Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS
Kids, Splash, Bubbles, and their friends explore the world’s undersea habitats, make
new friends, and learn about the many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean,
celebrating the importance of diversity along the way.
Th e J iim
m Heen
nssoon Coom
mpaan
ny has remained an established leader in family entertainment for
sixty years and is recognized worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics, and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Jim Henson has received more
than ﬁfty Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards. Recent credits include the Emmy®
nominated Sid the Science Kid and Dinosaur Train. Splash and Bubbles books are based on the
series created by John Tartaglia, currently airing on PBS Kids®.
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April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 32
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/S: HMH
P/M: Author c/o HMH
Picture Book

From three-time Caldecott winner David Wiesner,
a near wordless account of the most suspenseful,
nerve-racking seconds in a baseball game.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544309029

I Got It!

MARKETING

National advertising
campaign
Update website
Discussion guide
Conference promotions
Bookstore events
Deluxe media mailings
Social media campaign

Author Residence:
Philadelphia, PA

David Wiesner
David Wiesner brings his trademark artistry and rich imagination to the iconic
American game of baseball. The few seconds after the ball leaves the bat can be
inﬁnitely long. For this eager young outﬁelder, there's plenty of time to envision the
increasingly fantastic and funny situations that might interfere with making the catch.
Summoning determination and courage, he overcomes the imaginary obstacles and
turns them into a springboard for success. I Got It! reveals the extraordinary within
the ordinary, taking readers on an amazing journey in a few seconds on a baseball
ﬁeld.
David Wiesner is internationally renowned for his visual storytelling and has won the Caldecott
Medal three times—for Tuesday, The Three Pigs, and Flotsam—the second person in history to do
so. He is also the recipient of three Caldecott Honors, for Free Fall, Sector 7, and Mr. Wufﬂes. He
lives near Philadelphia with his family.
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April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 30
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P: Text: Cowan, Debaets, Abrahms
& Sheppard LLP
Art: Nancy Gallt Agency
M: Text: Cowan, Debaets, Abrahms
& Sheppard LLP
Art: HMH
Picture Book
Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780547633909
E-book ISBN 9780544640405
MARKETING

Pre-order campaign
National advertising
campaign
Promotional print
Conference promotions
National and regional
media campaign
National author tour
Social Media pre-order
campaign with signed print
of art highlighted across
channels

Author Residence:
Author: Kentﬁeld, CA
Illustrator: Iowa City, IA

From Newbery Medalist Katherine Applegate, a celebration
of babies, graduates, and everyone in between.

Sometimes You Fly
Katherine Applegate, illustrated by Jennifer Black Reinhardt
This gorgeous gift book, equally perfect for preschool graduations or college
commencements, baby showers or birthdays, is an inspirational tribute to the
universal struggles and achievements of childhood. Beginning with a ﬁrst birthday,
the scenes travel through childhood triumphs and milestones, coming full circle to
graduation. A magical blend of succinct text and beautiful watercolors renders each
moment with tenderness and humor and encourages readers to “remember then,
with every try, sometimes you fail . . . sometimes you ﬂy.”
Katherine Applegate is the author of the Newbery Medal winner The One and Only Ivan and
other middle grade books. Her two previous picture books are The Buffalo Storm and Ivan: The
Remarkable True Story of the Shopping Mall Gorilla. Visit her website at
www.katherineapplegate.com.
Jennifer Black Reinhardt is the illustrator of Yaks Yak by Linda Sue Park and several other
picture books. She lives in Iowa City, Iowa. Visit her website at www.jbreinhardt.com.
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March 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 42
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Text: Erin Murphy Literary
Art: Charlotte Sheedy Literary
Picture Book

A playful look at sisterhood and honoring differences,
illustrated by New York Times best-selling artist Lisa Brown.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544430747
MARKETING

Finished book mailing to
booksellers
Conference promotions
National Siblings Day and
National Sisters Day
coverage
Events with Lisa Brown;
Q&A with author and
illustrator

Author Residence:
Author: Chicago, IL
Illustrator: San Francisco, CA

The Two Mutch Sisters
Carol Brendler, illustrated by Lisa Brown
The two Mutch sisters have two of everything, and Violet believes they are as
perfectly matched as the objects in their collections.
Ruby, however, has other ideas. And she’s ready to do something about them.
Carol Brendler and Lisa Brown present a silly, surprising, and insightful tale about
staying close while respecting differences as Violet and Ruby prove that sometimes it
takes a sister to know what a sister really needs.
Carol Brendler is the author of several picture books, including The Pickwicks’ Picnic: A Counting
Adventure. She lives near Chicago. Visit her website at www.carolbrendlerbooks.com.
Books illustrated by Lisa Brown include Goldﬁsh Ghost, by Lemony Snicket, and her own The
Airport Book. She lives in San Francisco. Visit her website at www.americanchickens.com.
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July 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
11 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 46
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Writers House
Art: Catbird Productions
Picture book

Finally! A girl goblin who can kick butt (and practice proper
hygiene) in this action-packed, laugh-out-loud debut for fans
of Jon Klassen and Mo Willems.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544764156
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions
Video Trailer

Author Residence:
Author: Arlington, TX
Illustrator: Paris, France

Ginny Goblin Is Not Allowed to Open This
Box
David Goodner, illustrated by Louis Thomas
Ginny Goblin has one simple rule to follow: She is not allowed to open this box. Not
until dinnertime.
But Ginny Goblin doesn't like to follow the rules, so nothing will stop her from
trying to open this box. Not a tall tower, not a misty mountain, not a frightful forest,
and certainly not a murky moat ﬁlled with scaly, scary serpents . . .
But wait! What is in the box? You'll have to open this book to ﬁnd out! (Don't worry,
you're allowed.)
David Goodner has an adoring wife and two tolerating cats. He works in a library where he gets
to see all the new books before anybody else. This is his debut book.
Louis Thomas graduated from Gobelins/Paris and Calarts/Los Angeles. He is the
author/illustrator of the book Hug It Out. Visit him at louist.blogspot.com and on Instagram
at @Louis_Thomas_Draw.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 44
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Text: Rubin Pfeffer Content
Art: Writers House
Picture Book
HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544442801
MARKETING
National advertising
Conference promotions
National and regional
media campaign
Regional events
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotions, and more!

Author Residence:
Authors: Massachusetts
Illustrator: Philadelphia, PA

In this charming picture book by Newbery winner
Patricia MacLachlan, Little Robot is lonely—until
he has an inventive and creative solution.

Little Robot Alone
Patricia MacLachlan and Emily MacLachlan Charest, illustrated by
Matt Phelan
Little Robot’s life is peaceful—yet maybe it’s a little too peaceful. But wait! He has an
idea. With a little hard work, perseverance, and resourceful thinking, can Little Robot
build his way to the perfect cure for loneliness?
Patricia MacLachlan is the author of numerous books for children, including the beloved
Newbery Medal winner Sarah, Plain and Tall. She frequently cowrites picture books with her
daughter Emily MacLachlan Charest
Charest.
Matt Phelan
Phelan's many books include innovative graphic novel The Storm in the Barn, winner of the
Scott O'Dell Award. Visit mattphelan.com.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
11 in H | 9 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 38
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Picture Book

Ideal for nature lovers, Jenkins fans, and reluctant
readers, Look at Me! focuses on unique and exciting
animal displays used by creatures to stand out.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544935532
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Boulder, Colorado

Look at Me!
How to Attract Attention in the Animal World
Steve Jenkins and Robin Page
Have you ever noticed that certain creatures have fur, feathers, and features designed
to catch your eye?
Chock-full of the fascinating facts and stunning art readers have come to expect from
Jenkins and Page titles, Look at Me! is a pleasure to look at and an engrossing read.
Showcasing the most attention-grabbing animals on the planet gathered together,
Look at Me! helps readers understand the range of ways animals try to get one
another's attention and why. From luring in prey to warning off predators, protecting
themselves to attracting a mate, each animal has a remarkable display. These are
animals you won't want to miss.
Steve Jenkins has written and illustrated many nonﬁction picture books for young readers,
including the Caldecott Honor–winning What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? Visit him at
www.stevejenkinsbooks.com.
Robin Page is the author of many books for children. She also runs a graphic design studio with
her frequent collaborator, Steve Jenkins.
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May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
11 in H | 8.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 42
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Text: Erin Murphy Literary
Art: Writers House
Picture Book
HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544648326
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: San Francisco, CA
Illustrator: Mt. Pleasant, TX

When these best pals team up to go camping, Mouse
discovers that monsters aren’t so great in the great outdoors.

Monster and Mouse Go Camping
Deborah Underwood, illustrated by Jared Chapman
It takes a little convincing, but with the promise of food, Monster decides to join
Mouse on a camping trip. Things quickly go awry when Mouse takes off to explore,
because, well, Monster gets hungry. He starts with just a little snack—the lantern.
And the sleeping bags are hard to resist. Then the tent . . .
Stranded in the wild with no supplies, what are a monster and a mouse to do?
Join these friends on an unforgettable camping trip, perfect for reading snuggled in a
sleeping bag or curled on a couch.
Deborah Underwood has written numerous picture books, including New York Times bestsellers
The Quiet Book, The Loud Book, and Here Comes the Easter Cat. Visit her at
DeborahUnderwoodBooks.com.
Jared Chapman is the author and illustrator of several books, such as Vegetables in
Underwear and Steve, Raised By Wolves. Visit him at jaredchapman.com.
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April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 42
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: Bent Agency
Picture Book

For the overscheduled generation comes a celebration of
the joy found to be in being wild from BabyLit illustrator
Alison Oliver.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328781604

Moon

MARKETING
National advertising
campaign
Poster
Finished Book mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!

Author Residence:
New York, NY

Alison Oliver
Like many children, Moon leads a busy life. School, homework, music lessons,
sports, and the next day it begins again. She wonders if things could be different.
Then, one night, she meets a wolf.
The wolf takes Moon deep into the dark, fantastical forest and there she learns to
howl, how to hide, how to be still, and how to be wild. And in that, she learns what
it’s like to be free.
This simply worded and stunningly illustrated story reveals the joy to be found in
play, nature, and, most of all, embracing the wild in us all.
Alison Oliver is the illustrator of the popular BabyLit board books, including Jane Eyre and
Moby Dick. Moon is the ﬁrst book she has both written and illustrated. She lives and works in
New York City, where she runs a design studio called Sugar. Visit her website at www.puresugar.com.
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May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
7.8 in H | 9.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Catbird Productions
Picture Book

Empowering, inclusive, and uplifting, this debut celebrates
service animals and the special ways they can enrich our lives.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544879553

Little Helpers

MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!

Author Residence:
Provo, UT

Animals on the Job!
Michéle Brummer Everett
In this book of little helpers, join service animals as they go about their important
work. From snakes who give a squeeze when it's time to take medication to Seeing
Eye dogs who help their owners cross the street, from llamas who visit children's
hospitals to pigs who provide comfort for the elderly, this gentle introduction
celebrates special connections between people and animals. A portion of the proceeds
includes a donation to charity.
Michéle Brummer Everett was born and raised in South Africa. She later moved to the United
States where she received her BFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. She currently
resides in the Wild, Wild West with her husband, Daniel. Visit her at mlbeverett.com/work and
on Instagram at @mlbeverett.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 44
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T: Text: Eden Street
Art: HMH
P/M: Text: Eden Street
Art: Shannon Associates
Picture Book
Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328715593

What to expect on the ﬁrst day of school—fairy school, that is!

Fairy's First Day of School
Bridget Heos, illustrated by Sara Not

MARKETING
Picture book parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: Kansas City, MO
Illustrator: Trieste, Italy

In this humorous and reassuring picture book from the author of Mustache Baby, a
sweet fairy has a fun-ﬁlled ﬁrst day at school. Her experience is remarkably similar to
the ﬁrst day of preschool for human children. From circle time (sitting crisscross
berry sauce) to center time (art, spells, tooth), all the activities one might encounter
at school are explored, with sweet fairy-like touches. Best of all is the kind, warm
teacher and plenty of new friends. The perfect story to ease fears and build
anticipation for any child—human or fairy—starting school for the ﬁrst time.
Bridget Heos is the author of Mustache Baby and Mustache Baby Meets His Match, as well as
several nonﬁction books. She lives with her husband and four children in Kansas City, Missouri.
Visit her at www.authorbridgetheos.com.
Sara Not is the illustrator of No Tooting at Tea. She lives with her family in Trieste, Italy. Visit her
at www.saranot.com.
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March 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 44
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A: Text: Curtis Brown
Art: HMH
P/M: Text: Curtis Brown
Art: via HMH
Illustrated Poetry Collection

For young makers and artists, brief, lively poems illustrated by
a NYT best-selling duo celebrate the pleasures
of working with your hands.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544313408

With My Hands

MARKETING
Picture Book parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotions, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: Holland, NY
Illustrators: Moraga, CA

Poems About Making Things
Amy Ludwig VanDerwater, illustrated by Lou Fancher
and Steve Johnson
Building, baking, folding, drawing, shaping . . . making something with your own
hands is a special, personal experience. Taking an idea from your imagination and
turning it into something real is satisfying and makes the maker proud.
With My Hands is an inspiring invitation to tap into creativity and enjoy the hands-on
energy that comes from making things.
A m y L u d w i g VanDerwater’s poetry has appeared in magazines and children's anthologies. She
lives with her family in Holland, New York. Visit her at www.amyludwigvanderwater.com.
L o u F a n c h e r a n d S t e v e J o h n s o n began working as a creative team in 1986 and have
collaborated on more than ﬁfty picture books. They live in Northern California. Visit them at
www.johnsonandfancher.com.
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March 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 46
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T: HMH
A/P/M: Andrea Brown
Nonﬁction Picture Book

A poetic exploration of the transition between day and night
and of the animals who thrive during this unique time.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544586482
E-book ISBN 9780544583511
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!

Author Residence:
Author: Kamakura, Japan and
Wenham, MA
Illustrator: Arlington, VA

Twilight Chant
Holly Thompson, illustrated by Jen Betton
As day slips softly into night, sharp eyes catch glimpses of the special creatures who
are active at dusk.
Lyrical text and lush art capture the richness and life of this magical time in a
sumptuous picture book that will inspire budding naturalists and anyone who has
ever chased a lightning bug at twilight. An author’s note about twilight is included.
Holly Thompson is the author of several novels in verse for children. Twilight Chant is her ﬁrst
picture book. She splits her time between Japan and Massachusetts. Visit her website at
www.hatbooks.com.
Jen Betton is a freelance illustrator and college art instructor. Twilight Chant is her ﬁrst picture
book. She lives in Arlington, Massachusetts. Visit her website at www.jenbetton.com.
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March 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
11.8 in H | 8.7 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 20
Territory: US,C
Rights:
B/T/P/M: Frances Lincoln Ltd.
A: HMH
Picture Book

A gorgeous and imaginative debut picture book by
author/illustrator Lizzy Stewart, perfect for fans of Emily
Hughes, Peter Brown, and Julie Morstad.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328791832
MARKETING

Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!

Author Residence:
London, England

There's a Tiger in the Garden
Lizzy Stewart
When Grandma says she's seen a tiger in the garden, Nora doesn't believe her. She's
too old to play Grandma's silly games! Everyone knows that tigers live in jungles, not
gardens.
So even when Nora sees dragonﬂies as big as birds, and plants that try to eat her toy
giraffe, and a polar bear that likes ﬁshing, she knows there's absolutely, DEFINITELY
no way there could be a tiger in the garden . . .
Could there?
Lizzy Stewart is an artist and illustrator living in London. She is one half of independent
publishers Sing Statistics and an associate lecturer at Goldsmiths College. Visit her on Instagram
at @lizzy_stewart.
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April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
11 in H | 9 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 36
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Text: Folio Literary
Art: Writers House
Picture Book

Celebrating themes of diversity and inclusion, this timely tale
of a lonely turtle shows us what a peaceful community can
look like.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544749825
MARKETING
Picture book parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotions, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: Lee, MA
Illustrator: Brooklyn, NY

The Town of Turtle
Michelle Cuevas, illustrated by Catia Chien
When a solitary turtle decides to make some renovations to his shell, he doesn’t have
a blueprint, only a dream for a better life. He starts by building a deck—though he
ﬁgures the deck could use a ﬁreplace. And a ﬁreplace needs wood, so naturally, he
plants a garden. But it isn’t really a garden without a pond . . . Soon, Turtle can
barely recognize his own shadow.
Finally satisﬁed with the intricate world upon his back, word begins to spread of the
magical “Town of Turtle,” attracting newcomers from far and wide. All are welcome
in Turtle’s town, where life is a little less lonely, if only you come out of your shell.
Michelle Cuevas is the author of The Uncorker of Ocean Bottles, illustrated by Caldecott Medalist
Erin E. Stead, among others. Visit michellecuevas.com.
Catia Chien is an avid painter and has produced work for the children's book market, ﬁlm and
animation industries, comic book anthologies, and galleries. Visit catiachien.com.
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May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
48 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 38
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Picture Book

A zoo trip takes a gleeful turn for the unexpected as a girl's
bad mood is cured when she cheers up some
unusual new friends!

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544888982
MARKETING
Picture book parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotions, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Philadelphia, PA

Monkey Walk
Colleen Madden
How do you shake off a bad mood? Try climbing up the Monkey Walk! On that
unpredictable path, you might meet a mischievous (and kind of hairy) stranger. You
might go on ridiculous missions. You might even make friends where you least
anticipate doing so.
It’s a visit to the zoo like no other in Colleen Madden’s zany, wholly delightful tale of
a big sister whose sour mood is turned around by helping others in an unforeseen
way.
Colleen Madden made it through childhood pretending to be a space princess with a Wookiee
sidekick and drawing in her cardboard box art studio. The books she has illustrated include
Mariah Carey’s All I Want for Christmas Is You. Monkey Walk is the ﬁrst book she has also written.
She lives, works, and hangs in trees around the Philadelphia area.
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May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 9 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Curtis Brown
Picture Book

Possum returns in a lushly illustrated picture book about new homes
and old friends—perfect for fans of Possum's Harvest Moon,
Kevin Henkes, and Beth Krommes.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544898912
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Shaftsbury, Vermont

Possum and the Summer Storm
Anne Hunter
Possum looked out one summer afternoon. “Time to come in!” he called to his baby possums. “It
looks like we’re in for some weather!”
Possum calls his children out of the summer storm—but what can he do when their
home is swept away by rising water? The possum family must rely on their friends to
construct a new house. At ﬁrst it seems that no other animal's home is suited for a
possum, but they come up with something spectacular!
Beloved character Possum is back, along with an array of friends who make for a
broad, ranging ensemble, giving children a tantalizing peek at how different animals
build their homes.
Anne Hunter grew up in south Florida and now lives with her family in the hills of rural
Vermont. Anne is known for watching squirrels, listening to insects, and writing about the
natural world. She has written and illustrated many children’s books, including Possum’s Harvest
Moon, which reviewers described as "a sensational selection."
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July 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
10 in H | 8.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 32
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Art: HMH
Text: Erin Murphy
Picture Book

In this playfully subversive fairy tale, the ever-skeptical Cat
learns that friendship is the greatest wish of all.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544610552
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: New York, NY
Illustrator: San Francisco, CA

Cat Wishes
Calista Brill, illustrated by Kenard Pak
There's no such thing as a wish.
Or is there?
In this playful fairy tale, ever-skeptical Cat learns that wishes can come true—and
not always in the ways we expect. After all, true magic lies in our connections with
others, not just in the wishes we make.
Originally from Detroit, Michigan, C a l i s t a B r i l l is a writer and editor based in New York City.
Visit her on Twitter at @calistabrill.
K e n P a k grew up in Maryland. He worked at Dreamworks Animation and Walt Disney Feature
Animation. Visit PandaGun.com and @kenardpak on Twitter and Instagram.
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July 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 32
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/S: HMH
P/M: Text: HMH
Art: Andrea Brown Literary
Picture Book

Based on a true story, a vibrant picture book about
self-reliance and the power of creativity and music.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780547942018
E-book ISBN 9780547942032
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!

Author Residence:
Author: San Diego, CA
Illustrator: Austin, TX

Stalebread Charlie and the Razzy Dazzy
Spasm Band
Michael Mahin, illustrated by Don Tate
It's 1895, and ten-year-old Stalebread Charlie and his friend Warm Gravy roam the
streets of New Orleans, homeless and hungry. Stalebread has heard folks say that
music feeds the soul—and he wonders if it could also ﬁll their bellies. Soon he and
his friends are playing instruments made out of junk—a ﬁddle from a cigar box, a
kazoo from a comb—until their hats are ﬁlled with coins, their bellies are ﬁlled with
beignets, and their souls are ﬁlled with music. This inspiring make-lemonadefrom-lemons tale includes author/illustrator notes about the real Stalebread and the
research behind the book and a make-your-own-instrument activity.
Michael Mahin is a children's author, screenwriter, professor, lecturer, and musician. He lives in
San Diego with his family. Visit his website at www.michaelmahin.com.
Don Tate is an award-winning illustrator of more than ﬁfty children's books, some of which he
also wrote. He lives in Austin, Texas. Visit his website at www.dontate.com.
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Sunny and heartfelt, this gift book celebrates the many
important milestones in a young child's life.

June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
9 in H | 9 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 46
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Text: Andrea Brown Literary
Art: Bookmark Literary
Picture Book
HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544798755

Goodbye Brings Hello

MARKETING

A Book of Firsts

Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: Gilbert, AZ
Illustrator: St.Louis, MO

Dianne White, illustrated by Daniel Wiseman
There are many ways of letting go.
With each goodbye, a new hello.
From being pushed on a swing to learning how to pump your legs yourself, from
riding a beloved trike to mastering your ﬁrst bike ride, from leaving the comforts of
home behind to venturing forth on that ﬁrst day of school, milestones are exciting
but hard. They mean having to say goodbye to one moment in order to welcome the
next.
Honest and uplifting, this cheerfully illustrated ode to change gently empowers
readers to brave life's milestones, both large and small.

D i a n n e W h i t e is the author of Blue on Blue and received her MFA in writing for children and
young adults from Vermont College of Fine Arts. For more, please visit diannewrites.com.
Daniel Wiseman currently lives in St. Louis, Missouri with his beautiful wife and his equally
beautiful son. Visit him at danieldraws.com and on Instagram at @d_wiseman.
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August 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A/M: HMH
T/P: Uitgeverij Leopold
Picture Book

A delightfully quirky tale celebrating the power of creativity
and the secret magic of knitting.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328842107
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Amsterdam, Netherlands

How to Knit a Monster
Annemarie van Haeringen
Greta the goat is a wonderfully accomplished knitter. She can even knit little goats
and turn them loose to play around her feet. But when she gets distracted from her
knitting, threatening creatures spring from her needles, each more menacing than the
last. It takes quick thinking, courage, and brilliant knitting for Greta to ﬁnd her way
out of a perilous situation.
In this whimsical story, creativity and craft empower our heroine to restore her safety
. . . as long as she pays attention to what is growing on her knitting needles!
Annemarie van Haeringen is an award-winning Dutch author and illustrator. How to Knit a
Monster is her ﬁrst book published in the United States.
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August 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
48 pages
10 in H | 10 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 30
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Gotham Group
Picture book

Art meets science! Melia and Jo will be to STEAM
what Rosie Revere is to STEM.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328916266

Melia and Jo

MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more!

Billy Aronson and Jennifer Oxley
Melia is scientiﬁc and loves to create things in her backyard laboratory, but
something is missing. Her inventions just aren’t quite right. Enter Jo, her new friend
with an artistic spirit. When you add the arts to sciences, something magical
happens! This whimsically illustrated picture book is the perfect introduction to the
beneﬁts of STEAM-focused curriculum.
Billy Aronson and Jennifer Oxley are the creators of the PBS kids' show Peg + Cat, which has
won Emmy Awards for music, design, writing, acting, and best animated preschool show. They
live in Brooklyn, New York.
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March 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 32
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Full Circle Literary
picture book

A joyful story about a girl and a muralist,
who transform a gray neighborhood by bringing
the community together through art.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328904065
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign; featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more
Social media campaign
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: San Rafael, CA
Author: Evergreen, CO
Illustrator: San Diego, CA

Quizás algo hermoso
(Maybe Something Beautiful Spanish edition)
Cómo el arte transformó un barrio

F. Isabel Campoy and Theresa Howell, illustrated by Rafael López
What good can a splash of color do in a community of gray? As Mira and her neighbors
discover, more than you might ever imagine! Based on the true story of the Urban Art Trail
in San Diego, California, Maybe Something Beautiful reveals how art can inspire transformation—and how even the smallest artists can accomplish something big. Pick up a paintbrush and join the celebration!

F. I sa b e l C a mp oy is an author, translator, and bilingual educator in San Rafael, California. The re sa
Ho w e ll is a children’s book author/editor in Evergreen, Colorado. Ra f a e l L ó p e z is a muralist and
award-winning illustrator in San Diego, California. Visit their websites at
www.isabelcampoy.com, www.theresahowell.com, and www.rafaellopez-books.com.
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July 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
13.3 in H | 8.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 32
Territory: World
Picture Book

A widow is gifted an extraordinary broom by a witch
who fell into her garden in this spooky classic from
two-time Caldecott Medal winner Chris Van Allsburg.

Hardcover edition
$18.95 CL/$26.95 CAN
978-0-395-64051-7
HMH Books for Young Readers
$18.99 / $24.95 Can.
9781328470195
E-book ISBN 9780547528113
Author Residence:
Massachusetts

The Widow's Broom
(25th Anniversary Edition)
Chris Van Allsburg

Some of Minna Shaw's neighbors don't trust her clever broom. "It's dangerous," they
say. But Minna appreciates the broom's help. She enjoys its quiet company. But one
day two children get taught a well-deserved lesson by the broom. For her neighbors,
this is proof of the broom's evil spirit. Minna is obligated to give up her dear
companion.
Chris Van Allsburg, master of the mysterious, brings this tale to life with moody and
memorable pictures that will haunt readers long after the book's covers are closed—
now in a new edition to celebrate this beloved book's twenty-ﬁfth anniversary.
C h ris Va n Allsb u rg is the winner of two Caldecott Medals for Jumanji and The Polar Express, as
well as the recipient of a Caldecott Honor for The Garden of Abdul Gasazi. The author and
illustrator of numerous books for children, he has also been awarded the Regina Medal for
lifetime achievement in children’s literature. Visit him at chrisvanallsburg.com.
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August 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
8.5 in H | 10 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 32
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T: HMH
A/P/M: HMH
Text: Andrea Brown Literary
Nonﬁction picture book
Series: Just Like Us!

Get the facts on ﬁsh and the unexpected ways they’re like
humans in this installment in the Just Like Us! series,
featuring photos and cartoon illustrations.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$14.99 / $20.99 Can.
9780544570955

Just Like Us! Fish
Bridget Heos, illustrated by David Clark

Author Residence:
Author: Kansas City, Missouri
Illustrator: Luray, Virginia

What animal uses stilts, has roommates, ﬁnds safety in numbers, and even gets skin
treatments at the spa? FISH!
While they might seem as different from humans as animals can possibly be, we
actually have a lot in common with our underwater neighbors. From hunting to
homemaking to dressing to impress, ﬁsh are a lot like us—though with fascinating
twists all their own.
Factual, funny, and featuring a dynamic mix of photographs and cartoon illustrations,
Just Like Us! Fish will charm even the most reluctant nonﬁction readers.

Bridget Heos is the author of Mustache Baby and Mustache Baby Meets His Match, as well as many
nonﬁction books for young readers. She lives in Kansas City, Missouri, with her husband and four
children.
David Clark is the illustrator of numerous books for young readers. He lives in Virginia with his
family.
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August 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
8.5 in H | 10 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 32
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T: HMH
A/P/M: HMH
Text: Andrea Brown Literary
Nonﬁction picture book
Series: Just Like Us!

Get the facts on plants and the amazing ways they’re like
humans in this installment in the Just Like Us! series,
featuring photos and cartoon illustrations.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$14.99 / $20.99 Can.
9780544570948

Just Like Us! Plants
Bridget Heos, illustrated by David Clark

Author Residence:
Author: Kansas City, Missouri
Illustrator: Luray, Virginia

What living things wear perfume, bask in the sun, use weapons to defend
themselves, and even go on ocean cruises? PLANTS!
While they might seem as different from humans as possible, we actually have a lot
in common with our photosynthesizing friends. From drinking water to disguising
themselves to communicating with one another, plants are a lot like us—though with
fascinating twists all their own.
Factual, funny, and featuring a dynamic mix of photographs and cartoon illustrations,
Just Like Us! Plants will charm even the most reluctant nonﬁction readers.
Bridget Heos is the author of Mustache Baby and Mustache Baby Meets His Match, as well as many
nonﬁction books for young readers. She lives in Kansas City, Missouri, with her husband and four
children.
David Clark is the illustrator of numerous books for young readers. He lives in Virginia with his
family.
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April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 46
Territory: World English
Rights:
B: HMH
T/A: Text: via HMH
Art: HMH
P/M: Text: via HMH
Art: Andrea Brown Literary
Nonﬁction Picture Book

A true story about fairies, photography,
and a remarkable decades-long hoax.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544699489
MARKETING
National media pitch
Baltimore/Washington DC
events
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: Bethesda, MD
Illustrator: Los Angeles, CA

Fairy Spell
How Two Girls Convinced the World That Fairies Are Real
Marc Tyler Nobleman, illustrated by Eliza Wheeler
In 1917, in Cottingley, England, a girl named Elsie took a picture of her younger
cousin, Frances. Also in the photo was a group of fairies, fairies that the girls insisted
were real. Through a remarkable set of circumstances, that photograph and the ones
that followed came to be widely believed as evidence of real fairies. It was not until
1983 that the girls, then late in life, confessed that the Cottingley Fairies were a
hoax. Their take is an extraordinary slice of history, from a time when anything in a
photograph was assumed to be fact and it was possible to trick an eager public into
believing something magical. Exquisitely illustrated with art and the original fairy
photographs.
Marc Tyler Nobleman writes books for all ages, including the nonﬁction picture books Boys of
Steel and Bill the Boy Wonder. He lives in Bethesda, Maryland.
Eliza Wheeler has illustrated several picture books, including Miss Maple’s Seeds, which she also
wrote. She lives in Los Angeles, California. Visit her website at www.wheelerstudio.com.
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April 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
40 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 40
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B: Text: Erin Murphy
Art: HMH
T/P/M: Text: Erin Murphy
Art: Red Fox Literary
A: HMH
Nonﬁction Picture Book

A hilarious picture book biography about
a professional ballplayer turned legendary funnyman.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544813779
MARKETING
Picture Book Parade
campaign featuring
giveaways, social media
promotion, and more

Author Residence:
Author: Ocean, NJ
Illustrator: Charlotte, NC

The Funniest Man in Baseball
The True Story of Max Patkin
Audrey Vernick, illustrated by Jennifer Bower
Max Patkin was pitching in the minor leagues when he was injured and had to leave
his dreams behind. He joined the Navy and eventually was able to play again while
in the military . . . and this time he got to pitch against superstar Joe DiMaggio.
When Joe hit one of Max’s throws out of the park, Max threw down his glove, left
the mound, and chased Joe around the bases, making faces and imitating his every
move. The crowd loved it! And a baseball clown was born.
This inspiring and comical biography carries an important message: Life doesn’t
always turn out exactly as you hope . . . but moving in a new direction can
sometimes bring happy surprises.
Many of Audrey Vernick
Vernick’s books are about baseball in one way or another, including her
acclaimed picture book Brothers at Bat. An avid fan, she lives near the ocean in New Jersey.
www.audreryvernick.com.
Jennifer Bower is an illustrator living in Charlotte, North Carolina. The Funniest Man in Baseball
is her picture book debut. www.jennbower.com.
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March 2018
256 pages
10.5 in H | 7.8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 10
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Picture book
Series: A Five Little Monkeys Story

Eight exciting adventures with the ﬁve little monkeys are
packed into one beautiful treasury. And each story
can be read aloud in just ﬁve minutes!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328453594

Five Little Monkeys 5-Minute Stories
Eileen Christelow
There’s plenty of monkey business in this collection of eight funny stories about the
ﬁve little monkeys by best-selling author-illustrator Eileen Christelow. Come along
with the lovable monkeys on their mischievous adventures as they do everything
from jump on the bed to bake a cake to tease a hungry crocodile—and much
more. With a padded cover, full-color illustrations, and stories that can be read aloud
in just ﬁve minutes, this is the perfect book for bedtime, storytime, anytime!

Eileen Christelow has written and illustrated numerous best-selling picture books, including ten
popular stories about the Five Little Monkeys, Letters from a Desperate Dog, and Vote! She lives
with her husband in Dummerston, Vermont, and you can learn more about her life and work on
her website, www.christelow.com, and on www.ﬁvelittlemonkeys.com.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
48 pages
9 in H | 6.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Picture book
Series: The Giggle Gang

A laugh-out-loud story about birthday cakes, turnips, and
friendship—this silly favorite is now available
in a reader-size format!

Hardcover
978-0-15-206072-5
$12.95 CL/$15.95 CAN
Board book
978-0-544-17424-5
$7.99/Higher in Canada

A Birthday for Cow!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9780544850026
E-book ISBN 9780547537528
Author Residence:
New Mexico

Jan Thomas
Pig and Mouse are hard at work baking the best birthday cake EVER for Cow. But it
would be a lot easier if Duck wasn’t hanging around, yammering on about turnips or
some nonsense. (Sheesh!) With all this silliness going on, how will they manage to
throw Cow a spectacular birthday party? Well, as it turns out, crazy Duck just might
have had the right idea all along!
Featuring wacky humor, rowdy repetitions, irreverent dialogue, and a hilarious twist
at the end, this book is now available in an accessible reader-size format and is sure
to have young readers laughing out loud!

Jan Thomas is the creator of many hilarious books for young readers. When she isn't working on
children's books, she's painting pictures, playing the drums, backpacking, or wrangling dust
bunnies.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
48 pages
9 in H | 6.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Picture book
Series: The Giggle Gang

A laugh-out-loud story about a friendly game of ball that
takes a dangerous turn—who will be brave enough to go into
THE DOGHOUSE? Now in a reader-size format!

Hardcover
978-0-15-206533-1
$12.95 CL/$15.95 CAN
Board book
978-0-544-43063-1
$7.99/Higher in Canada

The Doghouse

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9780544850033
Author Residence:
Socorro, NM

Jan Thomas
Mouse, Pig, Cow, and Duck are playing a carefree game of ball when (horror of
horrors!) their ball gets kicked into . . . THE DOGHOUSE. Who will risk a run-in
with scary Dog to get it back? Hysterical high anxiety ensues as Mouse volunteers
each animal to do the dirty work—but you’ll never believe what’s really going on in
the doghouse!
With Jan Thomas’s fun, fresh art and priceless animal expressions, this timeless tale
of fear and friendship will have young readers howling.
Jan Thomas is the creator of many hilarious books for young readers. When she isn't working on
children's books, she's painting pictures, playing the drums, backpacking, or wrangling dust
bunnies.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
48 pages
9 in H | 6.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Picture book
Series: The Giggle Gang

Everyone’s wondering what—or whom—Fat Cat will sit on in
this riotous picture book, now in a reader-size format.

Hardcover
978-0-15-206051-0
$12.95 CL/$15.95 CAN

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9780544850040
E-book ISBN 9780547546551

What Will Fat Cat Sit On?

Author Residence:
Socorro, NM

Jan Thomas
What will Fat Cat sit on? The pig? (Oink!) The chicken? (Cluck!) How about the dog? (Grrrr.)
Everyone in this bumbling animal gang (understandably) hopes the victim will be someone
else! Leave it to Mouse to come up with a brilliant solution that satisﬁes everyone, even Fat Cat
himself. Now in an accessible reader-size edition ﬁlled with hilarious asides and an interactive
question-and-answer format, this irreverent picture book will delight young readers who love a
good laugh.

J a n Th oma s is the author and illustrator of The Doghouse and A Birthday for Cow! She lives in Socorro,
New Mexico, with her family.
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Green Light Readers welcomes two more humorous,
bighearted stories about Buster the Very Shy Dog to
Level 3 in this newly formatted, easy-to-read edition.

April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: Nancy Gallt Literary
Early Reader
Series: Green Light Readers Level 3
HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328900906
MARKETING
GLR Edelweiss catalog:
hmhbooks.com/greenlightreaders
Conference promotions

Buster the Very Shy Dog,
More Adventures with Phoebe (reader)
Lisze Bechtold

It’s backyard troubles galore for canine friends Buster and Phoebe in two easy-to-read
adventures. The trouble begins when Buster and Phoebe get blamed for trashing the
backyard and hatch a plan to ﬁnd the real garbage bandit. But ﬁrst they have to stay
awake and keep away from skunks! Next, the pals search for buried “bone” treasures
only to quibble about which bones belong to which dog. Buster may be shy but he’s
smart enough to claim what’s rightfully his and kind enough to share it, too.

Lisze

B e c h to ld is the author-illustrator of the Buster the Very Shy Dog series. She is also an

award-winning independent ﬁlmmaker and former animator for various studios, including Walt
Disney. She lives in Southern California with her husband and assorted pets. This story is
inspired by her very fond memories of the real Buster and Phoebe.
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Green Light Readers welcomes two more humorous,
bighearted stories about Buster the Very Shy Dog to
Level 3 in this newly formatted, easy-to-read edition.

April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: Nancy Gallt Literary
Early Reader
Series: Green Light Readers Level 3
HMH Books for Young Readers
$3.99 / $5.50 Can.
9781328900227
MARKETING
GLR Edelweiss catalog:
hmhbooks.com/greenlightreaders
Conference promotions

Buster the Very Shy Dog,
More Adventures with Phoebe (reader)
Lisze Bechtold

It’s backyard troubles galore for canine friends Buster and Phoebe in two easy-to-read
adventures. The trouble begins when Buster and Phoebe get blamed for trashing the
backyard and hatch a plan to ﬁnd the real garbage bandit. But ﬁrst they have to stay
awake and keep away from skunks! Next, the pals search for buried “bone” treasures
only to quibble about which bones belong to which dog. Buster may be shy but he’s
smart enough to claim what’s rightfully his and kind enough to share it, too.

L i sz e B e c h t o l d is the author-illustrator of the Buster the Very Shy Dog series. She is also an
award-winning independent ﬁlmmaker and former animator for various studios, including Walt
Disney. She lives in Southern California with her husband and assorted pets. This story is
inspired by her very fond memories of the real Buster and Phoebe.
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Another "favorite stories" edition for Green Light Readers
Level 2 starring feisty and fun best friends
Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa.

May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World English
Rights:
B: HMH
A: Text: Writers House
Art: HMH
T/P/M: Text: Writers House
Art: Dilys Evans
Early Reader
Series: Green Light Readers Level 2
HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328900890
MARKETING
GLR Edelweiss catalog:
hmhbooks.com/
greenlightreaders

Author Residence:
Author: Los Angeles, CA
Illustrator: Brooklyn, NY

aders

Favorite Stories from Cowgirl Kate and
Cocoa: Horse in the House (reader)
Erica Silverman, illustrated by Betsy Lewin

Knock! Knock! Horses belong in barns, right? Not Cocoa. He nudges his way into
Cowgirl Kate's house and decides he'd rather live there than his barn! What's a
cowgirl to do? Beginning and newly independent readers will quickly giggle their
way to the happy ending in this Green Light Reader edition. Lovable characters,
short sentences, and simple dialogue encourage repeat readings.
Erica Silverman received a Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor for the original Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa
book. She lives in the Los Angeles area, where she also works as a librarian. Visit her at
www.ericasilverman.com.
Betsy Lewin is the Caldecott Honor–winning illustrator of Click, Clack, Moo: Cows That Type. She
lives in Brooklyn, New York. Visit her at www.betsylewin.com.
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Another "favorite stories" edition for Green Light Readers
Level 2 starring feisty and fun best friends
Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa.

May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World English
Rights:
B: HMH
A: Text: Writers House
Art: HMH
T/P/M: Text: Writers House
Art: Dilys Evans
Early Reader
Series: Green Light Readers Level 2
HMH Books for Young Readers
$3.99 / $5.50 Can.
9781328895806
MARKETING
GLR Edelweiss catalog:
hmhbooks.com/
greenlightreaders

Author Residence:
Author: Los Angeles, CA
Illustrator: Brooklyn, NY

aders

Favorite Stories from Cowgirl Kate and
Cocoa: Horse in the House (reader)
Erica Silverman, Illustrated by Betsy Lewin

Knock! Knock! Horses belong in barns, right? Not Cocoa. He nudges his way into
Cowgirl Kate's house and decides he'd rather live there than his barn! What's a
cowgirl to do? Beginning and newly independent readers will quickly giggle their
way to the happy ending in this Green Light Reader edition. Lovable characters,
short sentences, and simple dialogue encourage repeat readings.
Erica Silverman received a Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor for the original Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa
book. She lives in the Los Angeles area, where she also works as a librarian.
www.ericasilverman.com
Betsy Lewin is the Caldecott Honor–winning illustrator of Click, Clack, Moo: Cows That Type. She
lives in Brooklyn, New York. www.betsylewin.com
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A Spanish/English bilingual adventure with
Dav Pilkey's Big Dog and Little Dog.

May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
24 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Early reader
Series: Green Light Readers Level 1
Board book edition:
$5.95 BB
ISBN 978-0-15-200355-5
HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328917492
MARKETING
GLR Edelweiss catalog:
hmhbooks.com/
greenlightreaders

Author Residence:
Bainbridge Island, WA

Perrazo y Perrito se meten en problemas/
Big Dog and Little Dog Getting in Trouble
(bilingual reader)

aders

Dav Pilkey

When Big Dog and Little Dog play tug of war with the couch cushions, the furniture
ends up ruined and their person is not pleased. Best friends have to be great at sharing
—in this case, sharing the blame!

With simple text, graphic illustrations, and tongue-in-cheek humor, Captain
Underpants and Dog Man creator Dav Pilkey brings the joys of friendships to life
through his tales of two dog pals. This Green Light Reader will help young children
build basic reading skills in both Spanish and English (which are clearly set in
different colors), while also tickling their funny bone. Bonus skill-building activity
section at the back of the book.
Da v P illk
ke y is the creator of many acclaimed children's books, including Dogzilla, Kat Kong, God
Bless the Gargoyles, and the best-selling Captain Underpants and Ricky Ricotta series. His picture
book The Paperboy received a Caldecott Honor. He lives in the Paciﬁc Northwest.
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A Spanish/English bilingual adventure with
Dav Pilkey's Big Dog and Little Dog.

May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
24 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Early reader
Series: Green Light Readers Level 1
Board book edition:
$5.95 BB
ISBN 978-0-15-200355-5
HMH Books for Young Readers
$3.99 / $5.50 Can.
9781328915108
MARKETING
GLR Edelweiss catalog:
hmhbooks.com/
greenlightreaders

Perrazo y Perrito se meten en problemas/
Big Dog and Little Dog Getting in Trouble
(bilingual reader)

aders

Dav Pilkey

When Big Dog and Little Dog play tug of war with the couch cushions, the furniture
ends up ruined and their person is not pleased. Best friends have to be great at sharing
—in this case, sharing the blame!
With deceptively simple text, graphic illustrations, and tongue-in-cheek humor,
Captain Underpants and Dog Man creator Dav Pilkey brings the joys of childhood
friendships to life through his tales of two lovable dog pals. This Green Light Reader
will help young children build basic reading skills in both Spanish and English
(which are clearly set in different colors), while also tickling their funny bone. Bonus
skill-building activity section at the back of the book.
Da v Piillk
ke y is the creator of many acclaimed children's books, including Dogzilla, Kat Kong, God
Bless the Gargoyles, and the best-selling Captain Underpants and Ricky Ricotta series. His
picture book The Paperboy received a Caldecott Honor. He lives in the Paciﬁc Northwest.
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This Level 2 Green Light Reader is the perfect step up for
Level 1 readers who are fans of author-illustrator
David McPhail’s popular Big Brown Bear.

July 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Early Reader
Series: Green Light Readers Level 2
Hardcover edition
$16.00 CL/$22.00 CAN
978-0-15-206098-5
HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328895790
MARKETING
GLR Edelweiss catalog:
hmhbooks.com/
greenlightreaders

Author Residence:
New Hampshire

Big Brown Bear's Birthday Surprise (reader)
aders

David McPhail

It’s his birthday and Big Brown Bear doesn’t even know it until his friend Rat ﬁlls him
in during a picnic by the river. Everything goes swimmingly until an empty boat
passes by and Big Brown Bear jumps in! Beginning readers will enjoy the watery ride
in this sweet story full of sunshine, splashes, cucumber sandwiches, and friendship.

David McPhail is the creator of dozens of wonderful books including several adventures about
Big Brown Bear and two perennial favorites about siblings, Sisters and Brothers. He also
wrote Mole Music, a New York Times Book Review Best Illustrated Book of the Year. He lives in New
Hampshire. Visit his website at www.davidmcphail.com.
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This Level 2 Green Light Reader is the perfect step up for
Level 1 readers who are fans of author-illustrator
David McPhail’s popular Big Brown Bear.

July 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Early Reader
Series: Green Light Readers Level 2
Hardcover edition
$16.00 CL/$22.00 CAN
978-0-15-206098-5
HMH Books for Young Readers
$3.99 / $5.50 Can.
9781328895783
MARKETING
GLR Edelweiss catalog:
hmhbooks.com/
greenlightreaders

Author Residence:
New Hampshire

Big Brown Bear's Birthday Surprise (reader)
aders

David McPhail

It’s his birthday and Big Brown Bear doesn’t even know it until his friend Rat ﬁlls him
in during a picnic by the river. Everything goes swimmingly until an empty boat
passes by and Big Brown Bear jumps in! Beginning readers will enjoy the watery ride
in this sweet story full of sunshine, splashes, cucumber sandwiches, and friendship.

David McPhail is the creator of dozens of wonderful books including several adventures about
Big Brown Bear and two perennial favorites about siblings, Sisters and Brothers. He also
wrote Mole Music, a New York Times Book Review Best Illustrated Book of the Year. He lives in New
Hampshire. Visit his website at www.davidmcphail.com.
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May 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
48 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH

Steve Jenkins is back with more Extreme Animals, accessible
nonﬁction chock-full of incredible art. Speediest!
focuses on the world's fastest animals.

Early Reader
Series: Extreme Animals
HMH Books for Young Readers
$14.99 / $20.99 Can.
9780544937109
MARKETING
Educator guide

Author Residence:
Boulder, Colorado

Speediest!
19 Very Fast Animals
Steve Jenkins
Through illustrations, infographics, facts, and ﬁgures, readers will see how big each
animal is compared to humans, where it lives on the globe, and just how quickly it
can move!
With his signature art style, Steve Jenkins' Extreme Animals reader series explores
nature's truly superlative animals. These readers are fact-packed and span the globe,
detailing the astounding abilities of every shape, size, and species. Each
installment focuses on amazing and unusual animals, making these nonﬁction
readers accessible, informative, and fascinating.

Steve Jenkins has written and illustrated many nonﬁction picture books for young readers,
including the Caldecott Honor–winning What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? His books have
been called eye-popping, inventive, masterful, playful, irresistible, compelling, engaging,
accessible, and informative. Visit Steve at www.stevejenkinsbooks.com.
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May 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
48 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH

Steve Jenkins is back with more Extreme Animals, accessible
nonﬁction chock-full of incredible art. Speediest!
focuses on the world's fastest animals.

Early Reader
Series: Extreme Animals
HMH Books for Young Readers
$5.99 / $7.99 Can.
9781328841964
MARKETING
Educator guide

Author Residence:
Boulder, Colorado

Speediest!
19 Very Fast Animals
Steve Jenkins
Through illustrations, infographics, facts, and ﬁgures, readers will see how big each
animal is compared to humans, where it lives on the globe, and just how quickly it
can move!
With his signature art style, Steve Jenkins' Extreme Animals reader series explores
nature's truly superlative animals. These readers are fact-packed and span the globe,
detailing the astounding abilities of every shape, size, and species. Each
installment focuses on amazing and unusual animals, making these nonﬁction
readers accessible, informative, and fascinating.

Steve Jenkins has written and illustrated many nonﬁction picture books for young readers,
including the Caldecott Honor–winning What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? His books have
been called eye-popping, inventive, masterful, playful, irresistible, compelling, engaging,
accessible, and informative. Visit Steve at www.stevejenkinsbooks.com.
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May 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
32 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Early Reader
Series: Extreme Animals

Steve Jenkins is back with more Extreme Animals, accessible
nonﬁction chock-full of incredible art. Stinkiest!
focuses on the world's smelliest animals.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$14.99 / $20.99 Can.
9780544944787
Author Residence:
Boulder, Colorado

Stinkiest!
20 Smelly Animals
Steve Jenkins
Through illustrations, infographics, facts, and ﬁgures, readers will see how big each
animal is compared to humans, where it lives on the globe, and just how putrid it
can be!
With his signature art style, Steve Jenkins' Extreme Animals reader series explores
nature's truly superlative animals. These readers are fact-packed and span the globe,
detailing the astounding abilities of every shape, size, and species. Each
installment focuses on amazing and unusual animals, making these nonﬁction
readers accessible, informative, and fascinating.
Steve Jenkins has written and illustrated many nonﬁction picture books for young readers,
including the Caldecott Honor–winning What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? His books have
been called eye-popping, inventive, masterful, playful, irresistible, compelling, engaging,
accessible, and informative. Visit Steve at www.stevejenkinsbooks.com.
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May 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
32 pages
9 in H | 6 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Early Reader
Series: Extreme Animals

Steve Jenkins is back with more Extreme Animals, accessible
nonﬁction chock-full of incredible art. Stinkiest!
focuses on the world's smelliest animals.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$5.99 / $7.99 Can.
9781328841971
MARKETING
Educator guide

Author Residence:
Boulder, Colorado

Stinkiest!
20 Smelly Animals
Steve Jenkins
Through illustrations, infographics, facts, and ﬁgures, readers will see how big each
animal is compared to humans, where it lives on the globe, and just how putrid it
can be!
With his signature art style, Steve Jenkins' Extreme Animals reader series explores
nature's truly superlative animals. These readers are fact-packed and span the globe,
detailing the astounding abilities of every shape, size, and species. Each
installment focuses on amazing and unusual animals, making these nonﬁction
readers accessible, informative, and fascinating.
Steve Jenkins has written and illustrated many nonﬁction picture books for young readers,
including the Caldecott Honor–winning What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? His books have
been called eye-popping, inventive, masterful, playful, irresistible, compelling, engaging,
accessible, and informative. Visit Steve at www.stevejenkinsbooks.com.
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July 2018
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
112 pages
8 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Middle grade ﬁction
Series: Survivor Diaries

A high-stakes survival series perfect for fans of the I Survived
series and Hatchet. When two kids get lost in a Costa Rican
rainforest, real-life survival skills come to the rescue.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $12.99 Can.
9780544971189
E-book ISBN 9781328476739
MARKETING
ARC mailings and
giveaways
National advertising
campaign for the series
Conference promotions
Feature on
middlegrademania.com
with downloadable
activities;
#middlegrademania

Author Residence:
Whiteﬁsh Falls, Ontario

Lost!
Terry Lynn Johnson
Stay calm. Stay smart. Survive.
An ancient myth about a statue leads eleven-year-old Carter and twelve-year-old Anna
down a trail deep into the Costa Rican jungle. They get turned around, then chased by
howler monkeys. Carter and Anna try to ﬁnd their way back to the familiar path, but
the tangle of vines and trees all look the same. They are . . . lost!
With seventeen years of hands-on experience and training in remote areas, survival
expert Terry Lynn Johnson (Ice Dogs; Sled Dog School creates on-the-edge-of-your-seat
storytelling featuring real skills to prepare kids for surviving a disaster. This
book includes tips from the Canadian Red Cross on how to make your own survival
kit. After reading this book, you'll be better prepared for surviving a real-life disaster.
Te r r y Ly n n J o h n s o n has lived in northern Ontario, Canada, for more than forty years. Before
becoming a conservation ofﬁcer with the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, she
worked for twelve years as a canoe ranger warden in a large wilderness park in northwestern
Ontario. Visit her at terrylynnjohnson.com
and on Twitter at @TerryLynnJ.
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July 2018
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
208 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Middle grade ﬁction
Series: Next Best Junior Chef

The ﬁnal episode in a zesty ﬁctional trilogy for fans of
MasterChef Junior and Rachael Ray's Kids Cook-Off.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9780544991446
E-book ISBN 9781328476753
MARKETING
Feature on
middlegrademania.com;
#middlegrademania
Conference promotions

The Winner Is . . .
Charise Mericle Harper
Two talented junior chefs have sliced and diced their way into the ﬁnale of Next Best
Junior Chef. This week's theme: innovation. Which junior chef will rise to the top and
earn the title of Next Best Junior Chef? And whose goose is cooked? Two contestants
compete on- and off-camera, but only one will win the whole enchilada.
This is a ﬁnale you won't want to miss!
Bonus: includes real cooking techniques for the aspiring young chef!

Charise Mericle Harper
Harper, a seasoned author of many books for young readers including the Just
Grace series, whips up dynamic and fun characters in this third book of the Next Best Junior Chef
series. Charise lives in Oregon with her family where there are too many tasty food trucks from
which to eat. Visit her at chariseharper.com and on Twitter at @ChariseHarper.
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April 2018
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
160 pages
7.8 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/P/M: HMH
A: Recorded Books
Middle Grade Fiction

In a companion to Weekends with Max and His Dad
by the acclaimed Linda Urban, Max and Mom take a fun
road trip as they adjust to a new understanding of family.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$16.99 / $23.99 Can.
9780544809123
E-book ISBN 9781328476661
MARKETING
ARC mailings and
giveaways
National advertising
Conference promotions
Feature on
middlegrademania.com
with downloadable
activities;
#middlegrademania

Author Residence:
Author: East Montpelier, VT
Illustrator: Winston-Salem, NC

Road Trip with Max and His Mom
Linda Urban, illustrated by Katie Kath
Third-grader Max is heading off on a road trip with Mom. With miles to travel,
cousins to meet, and a tall roller coaster to ride (maybe), it will be an adventure! But
Max always spends weekends with Dad; will Dad be okay if he’s left behind? And
will Max be brave enough for all the new explorations ahead of him?
Linda Urban
Urban’s debut novel, A Crooked Kind of Perfect, was nominated for twenty state awards. A
former bookseller, she lives in East Montpelier, Vermont. Visit her at lindaurbanbooks.com.
Katie Kath is the illustrator of many middle grade novels and several picture books. She lives in
North Carolina. Visit her at ktkath.com.
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From celebrated author Jane Yolen comes
an inspiring collection of folktales from around the
world, all featuring strong female heroes.
July 2018
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
144 pages
10 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 26
Territory: US,C,I,O
Rights:
B/T: Text: Curtis Brown
Art: HMH
P: Text: Curtis Brown
Art: Bookstop Agency
Middle grade story collection
HMH Books for Young Readers
$15.99 / $21.99 Can.
9781328900203
E-book ISBN 9780547542898
Author Residence:
Yolen: Hatﬁeld, MA
Guevara: Santa Fe, NM

Not One Damsel in Distress
Heroic Girls from World Folklore
Jane Yolen, illustrated by Susan Guevara
These ﬁfteen folktales have one thing in common: brainy, bold, brave women—and
not one damsel in distress! There is Bradamante, the ﬁerce medieval knight; Li Chi,
the Chinese girl who slays a dreaded serpent and saves her town; Makhta, a female
warrior who leads her Sioux tribe into battle; and many more women who use their
cunning, wisdom, and strength to succeed.
Drawing from diverse cultures around the world, renowned author Jane Yolen
celebrates the female heroes of legend and lore in a collection that will empower
every reader. This new edition features two brand-new stories from Azerbaijan and
Indonesia, and enhanced illustrations.

J a n e Yolen is the acclaimed author of hundreds of books for children and adults. She divides her
time between Massachusetts and Scotland. Visit her at janeyolen.com and on Twitter at
@JaneYolen.
Su s a n G u e v a r a received the Pura Belpr Award for Chato’s Kitchen by Gary Soto. She lives in
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Visit her online at susanguevara.com.
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June 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
160 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Middle grade ﬁction
Series: Junior Ninja Champion

For fans of TV's American Ninja Warrior, this action-packed
adventure series brings ﬁve unlikely friends together to
compete in the ﬁrst ever Junior Ninja competition.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$13.99 / $19.99 Can.
9781328710581
E-book ISBN 9781328476715
MARKETING
ARC mailings and
giveaways
National advertising for the
series
Conference promotions
Feature on
middlegrademania.com
with downloadable
activities;
#middlegrademania

Junior Ninja Champion
The Competition Begins
Catherine Hapka
Izzy, Ty, Kevin, JJ, and Mackenzie don't have a lot in common. But they have all seen
the reality TV obstacle competition National Ninja Champion.
When news breaks that there's going to be a kids' version of the show?and tryouts
are just a few miles away?all ﬁve ﬁnd themselves drawn to the obstacle course at Fit
Kidz Gym. Before they know it, they've become a team?training together and helping
one another overcome all kinds of obstacles as they compete for the title of Junior
Ninja Champion. With lots of heart and edge-of-your-seat excitement, Junior Ninja
Champion packs in the action of the competition along with all the ups and downs
on the journey to making it.
Who will secure a spot in the ﬁnals, and who will be named Junior Ninja Champion?
Look for the sequel coming in fall 2018!
Catherine Hapka has written more than one hundred books for children and adults. She’s
written for series as a ghostwriter and has also authored original titles. She lives in Pennsylvania.
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Companion to the Newbery Medal–winning novel The Crossover.
April 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T: HMH
P/M: Levine Greenberg Rostan
Literary Agency
A: Recorded Books
Middle grade ﬁction
HMH Books for Young Readers
$16.99 / $22.99 Can.
9780544868137
E-book ISBN 9781328476630
MARKETING

Rebound
Kwame Alexander

National media campaign
Before Josh and Jordan Bell were streaking up and down the court, their father was
National advertising
campaign
learning his own moves. In this prequel to Newbery Medal winner The
Author tour
Crossover, Chuck Bell takes center stage, as readers get a glimpse of his childhood and
Social media campaign
www.hmhbooks.com/kwamealexanderbooks
how he became the jazz music worshiping, basketball star his sons look up to.
Poster
Bookmark
A novel in verse with all the impact and rhythm readers have come to expect from
Educator guide
ARC mailings and
Kwame Alexander, Rebound will go back in time to visit the childhood of Chuck "Da
giveaways
Man" Bell during one pivotal summer when young Charlie is sent to stay with his
Conference promotions

grandparents where he discovers basketball and learns more about his family's past.

Author Residence:
Potomac Falls, Virginia

Kwame Alexander is a poet, educator, and New York Times best-selling author of 21 books,
including Booked and The Crossover, which received the 2015 John Newbery Medal and Coretta
Scott King Award Honor. He lives with his family in Virginia. Visit Kwame at
www.kwamealexander.com, on Twitter at @kwamealexander, and on Instagram at @kwamealexander.
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April 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
336 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Harvey Klinger Agency
Middle Grade Fantasy

In a mesmerizing adventure about the power of stories and
storytelling, a girl made of stone uncovers danger and
hidden strengths on a quest to save her family.

Clarion Books
$16.99 / $23.99 Can.
9781328729453
E-book ISBN 9781328476647
MARKETING
National advertising
National and regional
media campaign
ARC mailings and
giveaways
Bookmark
Conference promotions
Social media campaign

Author Residence:
Stony Brook, NY

The Stone Girl's Story
Sarah Beth Durst
Mayka and her stone family were brought to life by the stories etched into their
bodies. Now time is eroding these vital marks, and Mayka must ﬁnd a stonemason to
recarve them. But the search is more complex than she had imagined, and Mayka
uncovers a scheme endangering all stone creatures. Only someone who casts stories
into stone can help—but whom can Mayka trust? Where is the stonemason who will
save them?
Action and insight combine in this magical coming-of-age novel as the young heroine
realizes the savior she’s been searching for is herself.

Sarah Beth Durst is the author of award-winning fantasy novels for children and adults,
including The Girl Who Could Not Dream and Journey Across the Hidden Islands. She lives with her
family in Stony Brook, New York. Visit her at www.sarahbethdurst.com.
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March 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
352 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World English
Rights:
B: HMH
T/A/P/M: David Black Literary
Agency
Middle grade fantasy
Series: The Pride Wars

In a land where slaying monsters is part of life and magic
is forbidden, an unlikely hero challenges all to fulﬁll
his destiny—for Bravelands and Warriors fans.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$16.99 / $23.99 Can.
9781328707260
E-book ISBN 9781328476883

The Spinner Prince

MARKETING

Matt Laney
National advertising
Goodreads advertising
Series website
ARCs mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions
National and regional
media campaign
Local author events

In this animal fantasy series, twelve-year-old Leo is next in line for the throne of
Singara. But before he can become king, he must prove his worth in a ﬁght to the
death with a slaycon, a scorpion-like monster.
However, killing a slaycon may be the least of Leo’s problems. The Maguar, Singara’s
sworn enemy, are rising up, and closer to home, Singara is being torn apart by Leo’s
cousin. Even worse, Leo is a Spinner, cursed with a dangerous, forbidden magic.

Author Residence:
West Hartford, CT

The future of Singara is in Leo’s hands. Can he hide his curse, claim the throne, and
protect his realm? Or will he embrace his power as a gift and discover a far greater
destiny?
M a t t L a n e y is an ordained minister with a lifelong interest in world religion, folklore, wisdom
traditions, martial arts, and big cats. The Spinner Prince marks his literary debut. Matt lives in
West Hartford, Connecticut, with his family.
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August 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
352 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World English except
Canada
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: Transatlantic Literary
Middle Grade Fiction

We Bought a Zoo meets Jurassic Park
in the compelling story of an unusual friendship
between a girl and a herd of elephants.

Clarion Books
$16.99
9781328796172
E-book ISBN 9781328476777
MARKETING

National advertising
Educator guide
ARC mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions
Cover reveal
Author tour
Social media campaign;
#ElephantReads

Author Residence:
Ontario, Canada

Elephant Secret
Eric Walters
Sam was born and raised in an elephant sanctuary. When a beloved elephant dies
giving birth, Sam develops a connection with baby Woolly—who isn't actually an
elephant but was cloned from woolly mammoth DNA. And the billionaire genius
behind the cloning experiment will stop at nothing to protect his investment. Smart,
determined, and loving, Sam stands up to this powerful adversary to protect the
sanctuary and her herd. In the best tradition of child-animal friendship stories,
Elephant Secret explores the strong and complex bond between Sam and her
elephants while offering a fascinating, authentic glimpse into elephant—and
human—behavior.
Eric Walters has written one hundred children’s books, which have won more than 125 awards.
He was named to the Order of Canada in 2014 for his contribution to literature for children and
young adults. Walters also runs the Creation of Hope, a charity in Kenya. He lives in Guelph,
Ontario, Canada, with his family. Visit him at www.ericwalters.net.
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April 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
272 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: O'Connor Literary
Middle grade ﬁction

One sixth-grader takes his battle against homework all the way to
the Supreme Court! Hoot for the over-homeworked generation.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$16.99 / $23.99 Can.
9781328799203
E-book ISBN 9781328476913
MARKETING
ARC mailings and
giveaways
National advertising
Conference promotions
Feature on
middlegrademania.com
with downloadable
activities;
#middlegrademania

Author Residence:
Los Angeles, California

Class Action
Steven B. Frank
Sixth-grader Sam Warren is sick of stressing over assignments, and that's exactly
what he tells his teacher: NO. MORE. HOMEWORK!
Suspended from school, Sam recruits his elderly neighbor and ex-attorney Mr.
Kalman to the cause. He's ready to ﬁle a class action suit on behalf of all the children
in Los Angeles?and eventually the country. Their argument? Homework is
unconstitutional.
With his sister Sadie, Mr. Kalman, and his besties, Sam takes his case to Washington
DC and the highest court in the land. Will Sam's case pay off and allow him and his
friends some time to grow and play, or will he just look like the laziest kid in
America?
Steven B. Frank is the author of Armstrong and Charlie, which Kirkus called "deeply moving and
laugh-out-loud funny" in a starred review. He is also a beloved middle school teacher at Le Lycée
Français de Los Angeles. Visit Steven at www.stevenbfrank.com and on Twitter at @stevenbfrank.
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March 2018
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
80 pages
9 in H | 7 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 42
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Text: Regina Ryan Publishing
Enterprises
Art: Writers House
Nonﬁction picture book

Itching to know more about the history, anatomy, botany, and
biology of what makes you scratch? Look no further than this
substantive and dynamic book with bold illustrations.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$16.99 / $22.99 Can.
9780544811010
E-book ISBN 9781328476890

Itch!

MARKETING
Conference promotions

Everything You Didn't Want to Know About What Makes You Scratch
Anita Sanchez, illustrated by Gilbert Ford

Author Residence:
Author: Amsterdam, New York
Illustrator: Brooklyn, NY

You can feel it coming on—that terrible, tortuous ITCH. As irritating as an itch is, it is
also your body’s way of sending you a message you can’t miss, like you’ve brushed up
against poison ivy or lice have taken up residence in your hair. None of which you’d
know without that telltale itch!
And there are so many things that make us itch—from fungus to ﬂeas, mosquitoes to
nettles, poison ivy to tarantulas!
Combining history, anatomy, laugh-out-loud illustrations, and even tips to
avoid—and soothe—the itch, Anita Sanchez and Gilbert Ford take readers on an
intriguing (and sometimes disgusting) look into what makes you scratch.
A n it a Sa n c h e z is fascinated by plants that no one loves. Her books include Leaﬂets Three: The Story
of Poison Ivy and Karl, Get Out of the Garden! Carolus Linnaeus and the Naming of Everything.
Gilb e rt F ord ’s illustrations have appeared in magazines, newspapers, toys, advertisements, and
books, including Mr. Ferris and His Wheel.
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July 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
80 pages
9 in H | 11 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 26
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Middle grade nonﬁction
Series: Scientists in the Field Series

Follow scientists working in the Paciﬁc Northwest to save the orca
whale population there from extinction in this SITF installment.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$18.99 / $26.50 Can.
9780544898264
E-book ISBN 9781328476746
MARKETING
Educator guide
www.sciencemeetsadventure.com
.com
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: Michigan
Illustrator: Los Angeles, California

The Orca Scientists
Kimberly Lynn Perez Valice, photographs by Andy Comins
Orcas have a reputation for being bloodthirsty, but that myth is being debunked as
scientists learn more about these "killer" animals. Readers follow scientists in the Paciﬁc
Northwest who study the nuanced communication patterns, family structure, and
socialization of orca whales, from marine biologists to specialists in the study of sound.
With stunning photography and attention to ﬁeld-based detail, The Orca
Scientists paints a vivid picture of the individuals who have made it their life's work to
better understand orcas, as well as the whales they are helping to avoid extinction.
K imb e rly P e re z Va lic e has been fascinated by marine animals since childhood. As a college
student, she gained insight into orca whales and the scientists who study them. She lives in
Michigan with her family.
A n d y C o min s specializes in portraiture and children's photography. His books include The Frog
Scientist and Crow Smarts.
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May 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
80 pages
9 in H | 11 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 26
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/M/S: HMH
P: Text: Sarah Jane Freymann Literary
Art: Photographer via HMH
Middle grade nonﬁction
Series: Scientists in the Field Series

Travel to the African bush and join one of the longest and most
important studies of African mammals in the history of science.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$18.99 / $26.50 Can.
9780544635111
E-book ISBN 9781328476623
MARKETING
Educator guide
www.sciencemeetsadventure.com
.com
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Author: Hancock, NH
Illustrator: Auckland, NZ

The Hyena Scientist
Sy Montgomery, photographs by Nic Bishop
Timely and inspiring, The Hyena Scientist sets the record straight about one of history’s
most hated and misunderstood mammals, while featuring the groundbreaking,
pioneering research of a female scientist in a predominately male ﬁeld in this offering by
Sibert-winning duo Sy Montgomery and Nic Bishop.
As a scientist studying one of the only mammalian societies led entirely by females,
zoologist Kay Holecamp has made it her life’s work to understand hyenas, the
fascinating, complex creatures that are playful, social, and highly intelligent—almost
nothing like the mangy monsters of pop culture lore.

Author of more than twenty-two books, Sy

Mo n t go m e ry was a National Book Award ﬁnalist and

has been honored with a Sibert Medal, as well as many other awards. Visit symontgomery.com.
Nic B ish op is the photographer of many acclaimed books for children, including the Sibertwinning Kakapo Rescue. Visit nicbishop.com.
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April 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
8 in H | 7 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 30
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Andrea Brown Literary
Middle grade nonﬁction

The author of Sniffer Dogs details the efforts of scientists to
bring threatened animals back from the brink of extinction.
Perfect for animal lovers.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544953437
E-book ISBN 9781328476678
MARKETING
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Hudson Valley, New York

Back from the Brink
Nancy Castaldo
How could capturing the last wild California condors help save them? Why are some
states planning to cull populations of the gray wolf, despite this species only recently
making it off the endangered list? How did a decision made during the Civil War to
use alligator skin for cheap boots nearly drive the animal to extinction?
Back from the Brink answers these questions and more as it delves into the threats to
seven species, and the scientiﬁc and political efforts to coax them back from the
brink of extinction. This rich, informational look at the problem of extinction has a
hopeful tone: all of these animals' numbers are now on the rise.
Nancy Castaldo is the author of several nonﬁction books for children, including Sniffer Dogs:
How Dogs (and Their Noses) Save the World and Beastly Brains: Exploring How Animals Think, Talk,
and Feel. She lives in New York’s Hudson Valley with her family. Visit Nancy at
www.nancycastaldo.com and on Twitter at @NCastaldoAuthor.
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April 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
64 pages
10 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 38
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Middle grade nonﬁction

Sibert Medalist Catherine Thimmesh dives
into the mystery of why giant pandas
aren't surviving in the wild.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544818910
E-book ISBN 9781328476654
MARKETING
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Eden Prairie, MN

Camp Panda
Helping Cubs Return to the Wild
Catherine Thimmesh
Roughly a thousand years ago, an estimated 23,000 pandas roamed wild and free
through their native China. But within the past forty years, more than ﬁfty percent of
the panda’s already shrinking habitat has been destroyed by humans, leaving the
beautiful and beloved giant panda vulnerable to extinction. Despite the seemingly
insurmountable odds—poaching, habitat destruction, pollution, human
overpopulation, and global climate change—the panda is making a comeback. How?
By humans teaching baby pandas how to be wild and stay wild.

Catherine Thimmesh is the award-winning author of many books for children, including Team
Moon, winner of the Sibert Medal. Her books have received numerous starred reviews, appeared
on best books lists, and won many awards, including the ILA Children's Book Award. She lives in
Minnesota with her family. Visit catherinethimmesh.com.
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June 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
112 pages
9 in H | 7.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 20
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Transatlantic Literary
Teen nonﬁction

The top Paralympic swimmer in the world, Jessica Long,
delivers an inspirational photographic memoir.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$16.99 / $23.99 Can.
9781328707253
E-book ISBN 9781328476708
MARKETING
ARC mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions

Unsinkable
From Russian Orphan to Paralympic Swimming World Champion
Jessica Long

Author Residence:
Baltimore, MD

Born in Siberia with ﬁbular hemimelia, Jessica Long was adopted from a Russian
orphanage at thirteen months old and has since become the second most decorated
U.S. Paralympic athlete of all time. Now, Jessica shares all the moments in her
life—big and small, heartbreaking and uplifting—that led to her domination in the
Paralympic swimming world. This photographic memoir, ﬁlled with photographs,
sidebars, quotes, and more, will thrill her fans and inspire those who are hearing her
story for the ﬁrst time.
Jessica Long started swimming competitively at age ten, and she earned three gold medals for
the U.S. Paralympic Team in Athens, Greece, at age twelve. She has since won thirteen
Paralympic gold medals and has established herself as a positive role model. Follow her on
Twitter at @JessicaLong and on Instagram at @jessicatatianalong.
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May 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
304 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M/S: Barbara Kouts Agency
Teen Fiction
Series: A Peak Marcello Adventure

Peak Marcello goes to Mayanmar to climb one of the most
isolated mountains in the world in this thrilling new
novel from best-selling author Roland Smith.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544867598
E-book ISBN 9781328830265
MARKETING
Select author events
ARC mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Portland, Oregon

Ascent
A Peak Marcello Adventure
Roland Smith
After conquering the mountains in Afghanistan, Peak Marcello goes to Myanmar, a
country that has been in the grips of a brutal military regime for more than ﬁfty
years, to visit Alessia. When he’s invited to climb Hkakabo Razi, one of the most
isolated mountains in the world, Peak can’t pass up the opportunity. But getting to
the mountain will involve a four-week trek through tropical rainforests rife with
hazards—from venomous reptiles and leeches to corrupt police and military. In the
end, summiting Hkakabo Razi may be the easiest thing Peak does.
Roland Smith is the best-selling author of Peak, The Edge, and other critically acclaimed
adventure novels for young readers. When he isn't writing, he's traveling the country, speaking at
schools and events. He lives in Portland, Oregon. Visit him online at rolandsmith.com.
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May 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
400 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/P/M: Laura Dail Literary
A: HMH
Teen Fiction

Jane Eyre in space! Epic romance and gothic mystery merge
in this YA futuristic reimaging of the classic novel—
for Marissa Meyer and Kiera Cass fans.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328948939
E-book ISBN 9781328476685
MARKETING

National advertising
campaign
Deluxe ARC mailings
Pre-order campaign
School, library, and
consumer conference
promotions
Discussion guide
Promotional tote bags
Promotional item
National and regional
media campaign
Extensive blogger outreach
Social media campaign,
including outreach to
Bookstagrammers and
Booktubers

Author Residence:
Los Angeles, CA

Brightly Burning
Alexa Donne
Seventeen-year-old Stella Ainsley wants just one thing: to go somewhere—anywhere—else.
Her home is a ﬂoundering spaceship that offers few prospects, having been orbiting an iceencased Earth for two hundred years. When a private ship hires her as a governess, Stella
jumps at the chance. The captain of the Rochester, nineteen-year-old Hugo Fairfax, is
notorious throughout the ﬂeet for being a moody recluse and a drunk. But with Stella he’s
kind.
But the Rochester harbors secrets: Stella is certain someone is trying to kill Hugo, and the
more she discovers, the more questions she has about his role in a conspiracy threatening
the ﬂeet.

A le xa Don n e works in international television marketing at NBCUniversal in Los Angeles. She’s on the
YA Literature staff for Dragon Con, serves as the marketing director and YA Literature and Writing
Track director for Leviosa, and has been a moderator for the reddit.com/r/YAwriters for more than two
years. Brightly Burning is her ﬁrst novel. Visit her at www.alexadonne.com and on Twitter and
Instagram at @alexadonne.
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June 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
256 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US,C,O (-EU)
Rights:
B/T/P/M: Kneerim & Williams
A: HMH
Teen ﬁction

While seeking the chemical formula for love, a science whiz
wreaks havoc on herself and the boys in her life. From
renowned relationship columnist Meredith Goldstein.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328764645
E-book ISBN 9781328476722
MARKETING
National advertising
campaign
National and regional
media campaign
ARC mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions
Bookstagram inﬂuencer
outreach

Author Residence:
Boston, MA

Chemistry Lessons
Meredith Goldstein
For seventeen-year-old Maya, the equation for happiness is simple: a dream
internship at MIT + two new science nerd friends + a perfect boyfriend = one
amazing summer. Then Whit dumps her out of the blue.
Maya is miserable until she discovers that her scientist mother, before she died, was
conducting research on manipulating pheromones to enhance human attraction. If
Maya can ﬁnish her mother’s work, maybe she can get Whit back. But when her
experiment creates chaos in her love life, she realizes that maybe love and loss can’t
be understood using the scientiﬁc method. Can she learn to trust the unmeasurables
of love and attraction instead?

Meredith Goldstein is the love and relationship advice columnist and entertainment reporter for
the Boston Globe. She also conducts most of the paper’s celebrity interviews and usually covers the
Oscars from the red carpet in LA. Visit her at www.MeredithGoldstein.com and on Twitter
at @MeredithGoldste.
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March 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
352 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T: HMH
P/M: Donald Maass Literary
A: Recorded Books
Teen ﬁction

Seven students trapped in school ﬁght to survive and learn
who among them is the bomber in this thriller from the
author of the NYT best-selling Testing Trilogy.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $23.99 Can.
9780544416703
E-book ISBN 9781328476869

Time Bomb

MARKETING

National advertising
campaign
ARC mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions
Promo item TBD

Author Residence:
Palatine, Illinois

Joelle Charbonneau
A congressman's daughter who has to be perfect. A star quarterback with a secret. A
guy who's tired of being ignored. A clarinet player who's done trying to ﬁt in. An
orphaned rebel who wants to teach someone a lesson. A guy who wants people to
see him, not his religion.
They couldn't be more different, but before the morning's over, they'll all be trapped
in a school that's been rocked by a bombing. When they hear that someone inside is
the bomber, they'll also be looking to one another for answers.
Told from multiple perspectives, Time Bomb will keep readers guessing about who the
bomber could be—and what motivated such drastic action.

Jo elle Ch a rb o nn ea u began telling stories as an opera singer, but these days she ﬁnds her voice
through writing. She lives near Chicago with her husband and son, and when she isn’t writing,
she works as an acting and vocal coach. Visit Joelle at joellecharbonneau.com, on Twitter at
@jcharbonneau, and on Instagram at @joellejcharbonneau.
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August 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
320 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: Harvey Klinger
Teen Fantasy

From a NYT best-selling author,
a fresh, female-centered take on Robin Hood.
Perfect for fans of Marissa Meyer and Sarah J. Maas.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544888197
E-book ISBN 9781328476760
MARKETING

ARC mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions
National media campaign
Bookstagram inﬂuencer
campaign
Social media advertising

Author Residence:
Co. Galway, Ireland

The Forest Queen
Betsy Cornwell
When sixteen-year-old Sylvie’s brother takes over management of their family’s vast
estates, Sylvie feels powerless to stop his abuse of the local commoners. Her dearest
friend asks her to run away to the woods with him, and soon a host of other villagers
join them. Together, they form their own community and ﬁght to right the wrongs
perpetrated by the king and his noblemen. Perfect for fans of fairy tale retellings or
anyone who loves a strong female lead, this gorgeously written take on the Robin
Hood tale goes beyond the original's focus on economic justice to explore love,
gender, the healing power of nature, and what it means to be a family.
Betsy Cornwell is the New York Times best-selling author of Tides, Mechanica, and Venturess. She
graduated from Smith College and was a columnist and editor at Teen Ink before receiving an
MFA in creative writing from Notre Dame, where she also taught ﬁction. She now lives in Ireland
with her family. Visit her website at www.betsycornwell.com.
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March 2018
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
336 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Dee Mura Literary
Teen ﬁction

A powerful novel about friendship, basketball, and one teen's
mission to create a better life. In the tradition of
Jason Reynolds and Matt de la Peña.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328702272
E-book ISBN 9781328476876
MARKETING
National and regional
media campaign
Select pre-pub
bookseller/educator
dinners
Bookstore events in San
Francisco area
ARCs mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Stanford, California

After the Shot Drops
Randy Ribay
Bunny and Nasir have been best friends forever, but when Bunny accepts an athletic
scholarship across town, Nasir feels betrayed. While Bunny tries to ﬁt in with his
new, privileged peers, Nasir spends more time with his cousin, Wallace, who is being
evicted. Nasir can't help but wonder why the neighborhood is falling over itself to
help Bunny when Wallace is in trouble.
When Wallace makes a bet against Bunny, Nasir is faced with an impossible decision
—maybe a dangerous one.
Told from alternating perspectives, After the Shot Drops is a heart-pounding story
about the responsibilities of great talent and the importance of compassion.
Randy Ribay was born in the Philippines and raised in the Midwest on a diet of books and
Pokémon cards. Ribay is the author of An Inﬁnite Number of Parallel Universes. A graduate of the
University of Colorado and the Harvard Graduate School of Education, Ribay is an English
teacher in Palo Alto, California, and a reviewer for The Horn Book.
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April 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
272 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/S: HMH
P/M: Writers House
Teen Fiction

Hidden in his ex-girlfriend’s house, a teen discovers concealed
th a shocking surpr
truths about her—and himself—in a twisty mystery
with a shocking surprise at its core.

Clarion Books
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544284777
E-book ISBN 9780544286221
MARKETING
ARCs mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions
National media campaign
Author events

Author Residence:
Montrose, CA

Hiding
Henry Turner
One night, a lovelorn teen boy “accidentally” slips into the home of his ex-girlfriend,
Laura, and ends up hiding in her basement, trapped in the house by its alarm
system. How long can he stay hidden? What will happen if he is found? What will
he learn about Laura—and himself—in this house? And what is his true motive for
being there?
Turner’s afﬁnity for observant outsiders—and teens who share a desire to hide from
nosy adults and judgmental peers—shines in a psychological thriller in which the
slow burn of tension keeps readers turning pages to a sudden twist that changes
everything.
Henry Turner is an award-winning independent ﬁlmmaker and journalist and the author of the
Edgar Award–nominated Ask the Dark, an ALAN Pick that was also included on the IndieBound
Kids' Next list. He lives in Southern California. Visit him at www.henryturner.com.
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March 2018
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
272 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Bookends Literary
Teen ﬁction

A quirky and fresh story of young love, loss, and the drastic
distances we sometimes travel in order to move on.
For fans of Adam Silvera and Jandy Nelson.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328852335
E-book ISBN 9781328476906
MARKETING
TLA author appearance
ARCs mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions
Social media campaign

Author Residence:
Dexter, Missouri

Miles Away from You
A. B. Rutledge
Miles loved Vivian when her parents couldn’t accept she was transgender. Loved her
after she swallowed a bottle of pills and was put on life support. Fought for her in a
court battle over the rights of a body. Now, he has reached his breaking point.
Miles travels to Iceland, planning to spend time alone. Instead, he meets Oskar, who
helps him honor Vivian by photographing her empty boots against the beautiful
landscape.
Told through a series of messages to Vivian, Miles' journey forces him out of his
comfort zone and begins the process of healing his broken heart and ﬁnding the
strength to let go.

A. B. Rutledge is an optician from southeast Missouri. She likes '90s alternative music, dresses
with pockets, and leaving Halloween decorations up all year long. When she's not up at
three a.m. scribbling out stories, you can ﬁnd her in her art studio covered in paper scraps, paint,
and cats. Miles Away from You is her ﬁrst novel.
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May 2018
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
304 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Rees Literary
Teen Fiction

For readers of Girl in Pieces and The Way I Used to Be
comes an emotionally gripping story about facing
hard truths in the aftermath of sexual assault.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9781328778239
E-book ISBN 9781328476692
MARKETING
National media campaign
Cover reveal
Bookstore events
ARCs giveaways and
mailings
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Nashville, TN

Girl Made of Stars
Ashley Herring Blake
Mara and Owen are as close as twins can get, so when Mara’s friend Hannah accuses
Owen of rape, Mara doesn't know what to think. Can her brother really be guilty of
such a violent act? Torn between her family and her sense of right and wrong, Mara
feels lost, and it doesn’t help that things are strained with her ex-girlfriend, Charlie.
As Mara, Hannah, and Charlie come together in the aftermath of this terrible crime,
Mara must face a trauma from her own past and decide where Charlie ﬁts into her
future. With sensitivity and openness, this timely novel confronts the difﬁcult
questions surrounding consent, victim blaming, and sexual assault.
Ashley Herring Blake used to write songs and now she writes books, including Suffer Love and
How to Make a Wish. She reads them a lot too and has been known to stare wistfully at her
bookshelves. She lives in Nashville, Tennessee, with her husband and two sons. Visit Ashley at
ashleyherringblake.com and on Twitter at @ashleyhblake.
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April 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
400 pages
1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: New Leaf Literary
Teen Fantasy

A riddle hidden on a mysterious map could chart a course
toward the truth about two missing princes.
Perfect for fans of Grave Mercy.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$17.99 / $24.99 Can.
9780544968578
E-book ISBN 9780544968608
MARKETING
ARC mailings and
giveaways
Conference promotions

Author Residence:
Moscow, ID

Isle of Blood and Stone
Makiia Lucier
Nineteen-year-old Elias, a royal mapmaker and friend of the newly crowned king, is
eager to explore uncharted waters. But when two maps surface, each with the same
riddle, Elias must put aside his next voyage to solve a mystery that has plagued the
kingdom for eighteen years—what happened to their two young princes, both
kidnapped on one tragic day? Following the hidden clues, Elias uncovers long-held
secrets and unimaginable betrayals.
This ﬁrst book in a duology is full of intrigue and schemes, romance and friendship,
and fearless explorers searching for the truth.

Makiia Lucier has a BA in journalism from the University of Oregon and a master's in library and
information science from the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee, where she studied literature
for children. Visit her at makiialucier.com.
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April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
8.5 in H | 7 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World (-ANZ)
Rights:
B/T: HMH
A/P/M/S: Text: HMH
Art: Pippin Properties
Picture Book

The much louder companion to
the New York Times best-selling The Quiet Book.

Hardcover edition
$12.99 CL/ $17.99 CAN
978-0-547-39008-6

The Loud Book!

Padded Board Book edition
$8.99 BB/ $12.99 CAN
978-0-544-43064-8
HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328869296
MARKETING
Dedicated website:
http://hmhbooks.com
/quietloudbooks/

Author Residence:
Author: San Francisco, CA
Illustrator: Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Deborah Underwood, illustrated by Renata Liwska
BANG! CRACKLE! BOO! Just as there are different kinds of quiet, there are also
different kinds of loud: Good louds (HOORAY!). And bad louds (CRASH!). And
accidental louds that make you the center of attention (BURP!). The Loud Book
compiles all these kid-friendly noises from morning to night, in a way that is sure to
make readers CHEER!
De b o ra h Un d e rw o o d has written many picture books, including Interstellar Cinderella and New
York Times bestsellers The Quiet Book, The Loud Book, and Here Comes the Easter Cat. Visit her at
DeborahUnderwoodBooks.com.
R e n a t a L i w s k a lives and works in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. She is the author/illustrator of Red
Wagon and Little Panda. Visit her at RenataLiwska.com.
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April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 11 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Nonﬁction Picture Book

Animals swing-walk-dive-leap-slither-climb-ﬂyrun-dance-ﬂoat-slide-waddle through this page-turner
by the acclaimed team of Steve Jenkins and Robin Page.

Hardcover edition
$17.99 CL/$23.99 CAN

Move!

978-0-618-64637-1
Big book edition
$26.99/$36.99 CAN
978-0-547-57686-2
Board book edition
$7.99 BB/$36.99 CAN
978-0-547-24000-8
HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328895738
E-book ISBN 9780547348476
Author Residence:
Boulder, Colorado

Steve Jenkins and Robin Page
Animals move! Follow as they swing, ﬂoat, and slide from page to page. Then, learn
why they move the way they do, from the jumping spider to the roadrunner.
Illustrated in eye-popping cut and torn paper by Caldecott Honor artist Steve
Jenkins, Move! is a playful introduction to the fascinating and unusual ways in which
animals get around.
Steve Jenkins has written and illustrated many nonﬁction picture books for young readers,
including the Caldecott Honor–winning What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? Visit Steve at
stevejenkinsbooks.com.
Robin Page is the author of many books for children. She also runs a graphic design studio with
her frequent collaborator, Steve Jenkins.
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May 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
10 in H | 9 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M/S: HMH
Picture book

The long-awaited paperback edition of a
Caldecott Honor book that celebrates a child's
unique sense of fashion and independent streak.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328886163
E-book ISBN 9780547539195
Author Residence:
Seattle, WA

Ella Sarah Gets Dressed
Margaret Chodos-Irvine
Ella Sarah may be little, but she has a BIG sense of style—and it isn't at all like that
of her mother, father, or older sister. Yet they all want her to dress just like them! Ella
Sarah will have none of it—and when her ﬂamboyantly dressed friends arrive, it's
clear that Ella Sarah's favorite outﬁt is just right for her. Written and illustrated by
Margaret Chodos-Irvine, this spirited Caldecott Honor–winning story will gently
nudge young children toward independence—providing plenty of exuberant colors
and patterns to identify along the way.
Margaret Chodos-Irvine is the author and illustrator of the Caldecott Honor book Ella Sarah
Gets Dressed and Best Best Friends. She illustrated Apple Pie Fourth of July and Buzz by Janet S.
Wong, Only You by Robin Cruise, and many other highly praised picture books. She lives in
Seattle, Washington. Visit her online at chodos-irvine.com.
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July 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
40 pages
8 in H | 10 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M/S: HMH
Picture Book
Series: A Five Little Monkeys Story
HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328869272

Author Residence:
East Dummerston, VT

In this tenth title in the popular series, the Five Little Monkeys
play some Halloween tricks of their own before
returning home for the sweetest treats.

Five Little Monkeys Trick-or-Treat
Eileen Christelow
“Another winner.” —School Library Journal
Five little monkeys dress up for Halloween. They’re going trick-or-treating with their
favorite babysitter, Lulu. Mama reminds her, “Don’t lose the rascals!” But soon those
mischievous monkeys meet other costumed friends and decide to try “the best
Halloween trick ever!” Will Lulu be fooled? Or will the ﬁve little rascals get tricked
by their own monkey business?
Vibrant, silly, and perfect for reading aloud, this non-scary Halloween story will
delight fans of this best-selling series. Includes recipes for “eyeballs” and “worm
juice” for kids to try at home.
Eile e n C h rist e lo w has created many picture books, including the Five Little Monkeys series,
Vote!, and Robins!: How They Grow Up. She lives with her husband in East Dummerston, Vermont.
Learn more at www.christelow.com and www.ﬁvelittlemonkeys.com.
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March 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9.3 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: Text: Curtis Brown
Art: HMH
Picture Book

What does Bunny see? Lots of colorful blooms in this
delightful concept book from Newbery Medalist and
best-selling author Linda Sue Park.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$6.99 / $9.50 Can.
9781328886118
E-book ISBN 9780547563046
Author Residence:
Author: Rochester, NY
Illustrator: Long Beach, CA

What Does Bunny See?
A Book of Colors and Flowers
Linda Sue Park, illustrated by Maggie Smith
“Lots of books teach children to recognize colors, but this one also provides a lesson
in ﬂower identiﬁcation. . . . The funny little bunny makes an amusing counterpoint to
the lush ﬂowers.” —Booklist
“An attractive and effective concept book.” —School Library Journal
Young readers will be charmed as they explore a garden with Bunny, ﬁnding ﬂowers
of every color. Red poppies, yellow primroses, purple violets, and other colorful
blossoms bloom and grow in this delightful and cheery picture book by Newbery
Medalist and best-selling author Linda Sue Park. It's the perfect book for teaching
young readers their colors and ﬂowers.
L i n d a S u e P a r k is the author of the Newbery Medal book A Single Shard and the New York Times
bestseller A Long Walk to Water, among many other acclaimed books. She lives in Rochester, New
York. Visit her at www.lspark.com.
M a g g i e S m i t h has illustrated many picture books, some of which she also wrote. She lives in
Long Beach, California. Visit her at www.maggiebooks.com.
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April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 9 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/S: HMH
A/P/M: Heacock Literary Agency,
Inc.
Picture book

An irresistible paperback picture book
from the creators of The Napping House!

Hardcover edition:
$17.99 CL/$25.50 CAN
978-0-15-202494-9

Piggy Pie Po

Board book edition:
$7.99 BB/$10.99 CAN
978-0-544-79113-8
HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328886125
Author Residence:
California and Hawaii

Audrey and Don Wood
"Though perfect for storytime, the simple language and limited text per page will
appeal to beginning readers as well. This sweet tale will have wide appeal." —School
Library Journal
Who is Piggy Pie Po? Just the smartest (maybe), messiest (probably), silliest
(deﬁnitely) piggy you'll ever meet. In these three small and playful stories, he's sure
to become every child's most unforgettable new friend. Award-winning team Audrey
and Don Wood's picture books have been loved by children and parents for more
than twenty-ﬁve years.
D o n a n d A u d r e y Wood are the husband-and-wife creators of many beloved books for children,
including the best-selling classic The Napping House, The Full Moon at the Napping House, Heckedy
Peg, and King Bidgood's in the Bathtub, a Caldecott Honor book. The Woods divide their time
between California and Hawaii. Visit audreywood.com.
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April 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
9 in H | 10.8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M/S: HMH
Picture book
Series: A Bat Book

A love letter to America’s favorite national pastime
and a sporty companion to Brian Lies’s
New York Times best-selling bat books.

Hardcover edition
$16.99 CL/ $23.99 CAN
978-0-547-24970-4

Bats at the Ballgame
Brian Lies

HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328886132
E-book ISBN 9780547505015
Author Residence:
Duxbury, MA

Hurry up! Come one—come all!
We’re off to watch the bats play ball!
You think humans are the only ones who enjoy America’s national pastime? Grab your
bat—the other kind—and your mitt, because it’s a whole new ballgame when evening
falls and bats come ﬂuttering from the rafters to watch their all-stars compete. Get set
to be transported to the right-side-up and upside-down world of bats at play, as
imagined and illustrated by best-selling author-illustrator Brian Lies.

B r i a n L i e s is the award-winning author-illustrator of the New York Times bestsellers Bats at the
Beach,Bats at the Library, Bats at the Ballgame, and Bats in the Band. In addition, he has written and
illustrated more than twenty books for children. Brian lives on the South Shore of Massachusetts
with his family. Visit BrianLies.com.
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July 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
10.8 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Nonﬁction picture book

The inspiring story of Wangari Maathai,
an environmentalist and Nobel Peace Prize winner,
and her Green Belt Movement in Kenya.

Hardcover edition
$17.99 CL/$25.50 CAN
978-0-15-206545-4
HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328869210
E-book ISBN 9780547546384
Author Residence:
New York, NY

Wangari's Trees of Peace
A True Story from Africa
Jeanette Winter
As a young girl growing up in Kenya, Wangari was surrounded by trees. But years
later when she returns home, she is shocked to see whole forests being cut down, and
she knows that soon all the trees will be destroyed. So Wangari decides to do
something—and starts by planting nine seedlings in her own backyard. And as they
grow, so do her plans . . .
This true story of Wangari Maathai, environmentalist and winner of the Nobel Peace
Prize, is a shining example of how one woman’s passion, vision, and determination
inspired great change.
Includes an author’s note.
Jeanette Winter has written and illustrated many books for children, including MAMA, The
Librarian of Basra, Calavera Abecedario: A Day of the Dead Alphabet Book, My Name Is Georgia, and
Joseﬁna. She lives in New York City.
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June 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
32 pages
10.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/: HMH
A: Recorded Books
P/M: Andrea Brown Literary
Picture Book

Why is this Yankee so cranky? Find out in this silly picture
book from Tom Angleberger and Cece Bell.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328869289
Author Residence:
Author: Christiansburg, VA
Illustrator: Christiansburg, VA

Crankee Doodle
Tom Angleberger, illustrated by Cece Bell
* “A historical hoot full of goofy, eye-rolling goodness.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review
“A witty, accessible spin on the familiar song.” —Booklist
“Yankee Doodle went to town / a-riding on a pony / stuck a feather in his hat / and
called it macaroni.” Many know the song “Yankee Doodle Dandy,” but few understand
it. This unapologetically silly picture book reveals the legendary ride to town—and the
whole macaroni thing—was actually the work of Mr. Doodle’s overeager pony. Mr.
Doodle doesn’t want any pasta or even a trip into town. No wonder he’s so cranky!
Includes a historical note.
To m A n gle b e rge r is the best-selling author of the Origami Yoda books. He lives in Virginia with
his wife, Cece Bell, and family. Visit him at www.origamiyoda.com.
C e c e B e ll is the author-illustrator of the Newbery Honor book El Deafo, I Yam a Donkey!, and the
Sock Monkey picture books. She lives in Virginia with her family. Visit her at www.cecebell.com.
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March 2018
Ages 4 to 7, Grades P to 3
48 pages
7.5 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 50
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T: HMH
A/P/M/S: Text: HMH
Art: Pippin Properties
Picture book / Poetry

Raczka’s and Reynolds’s humorous haiku celebrates outdoor
fun throughout the seasons—perfect for guys (big and small).

Hardcover edition
$16.99 CL/ $23.99 CAN

Guyku

978-0-547-24003-9

A Year of Haiku for Boys
HMH Books for Young Readers
$6.99 / $9.99 Can.
9781328869302
E-book ISBN 9780547504995

Bob Raczka, illustrated by Peter H. Reynolds
The wind and I play
tug-of-war with my new kite.
The wind is winning.

Author Residence:
Author: Glen Ellyn, IL
Illustrator: Dedham, MA

When you’re a guy, nature is one big playground—no matter what the season. There
are puddles to splash through in the spring, pine trees to climb in the summer,
maple seeds to catch in the fall, and icicles to sword ﬁght with in the winter.
Nature also has a way of making a guy appreciate important stuff—like how many
rocks it takes to dam up a stream, or how much snow equals a day off from school.
So what kind of poetry best captures these special moments, at a length that lets guys
get right back to tree climbing and kite ﬂying? Why, guyku, of course!
B o b R a c z k a is a children's author and poet. He lives with his family in Glen Ellyn, Illinois.
Visit him at bobraczka.com.
P e t e r H . R e y n o l d s is a New York Times best-selling illustrator who has created many acclaimed
books for children, including The Dot, Ish, and The North Star. Visit his website at
peterhreynolds.com.
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April 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
176 pages
7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/S: HMH
P/M: Andrea Brown Literary
Chapter Book

A sweet and funny chapter book about the neighborhood
adventures shared by nine-year-old Max and his dad.

Hardcover edition
$16.99 CL/ $23.99 CAN
978-0-544-59817-1

HMH Books for Young Readers
$6.99 / $9.99 Can.
9781328900197
E-book ISBN 9780544598195

Author Residence:
Author: East Montpelier, VT
Illustrator: Winston-Salem, NC

Weekends with Max and His Dad
Linda Urban, illustrated by Katie Kath
Max and his dad love their weekends together. Weekends mean pancakes, pizza, spy
games, dog walking, school projects, and surprising neighbors! Every weekend
presents a small adventure as Max gets to know his dad’s new neighborhood—and
learns some new ways of thinking about home.
Acclaimed author Linda Urban deftly portrays a third-grader’s inner world during a
time of transition in this sweet and funny illustrated story that bridges the early
reader and middle grade novel.
Linda Urban
Urban’s debut novel, A Crooked Kind of Perfect, was nominated for twenty state awards. A
former bookseller, she lives in East Montpelier, Vermont. Visit her at lindaurbanbooks.com.
Katie Kath is the illustrator of many middle grade novels and several picture books. She lives in
North Carolina. Visit her at ktkath.com.
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April 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
128 pages
7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M/S: Art: HMH
Text: Curtis Brown
Chapter Book
Series: An Anna Wang novel

In this heartfelt prequel to The Year of the Book,
Anna learns it's not the success of her garden that
matters, but the joy of sharing it with her new friend.

Hardcover edition
$15.99 CL/ $21.99 CAN
978-0-544-66444-9

HMH Books for Young Readers
$5.99 / $7.99 Can.
9781328900173
E-book ISBN 9781328698872
Author Residence:
Patrice Barton: Cedar Park, Texas

The Year of the Garden
Andrea Cheng, illustrated by Patrice Barton
When Anna is gifted a copy of The Secret Garden, it inspires her to follow her dreams
—maybe she can plant ivy and purple crocuses and the birds will come. Or maybe
what grows from her dream of a garden is even better: friendship. And friendship,
like a garden, often has a mind of its own.
In this prequel to The Year of the Book, join Anna in a year of discovery, new
beginnings, friendships, and growth.
When she was eight, Andrea Cheng cleared out a space behind her house and made a garden
just like the one in this book. Though she passed away in 2015, her books will continue to
inspire. Learn more at andreacheng.com.
Patrice Barton earned a BFA in studio art from the University of Texas–Austin and illustrates
books for children. Visit her at patricebarton.com.
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March 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
144 pages
7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: HMH
Chapter Book
Series: The Carver Chronicles

The fourth in the Carver Chronicles chapter book series
is ﬁlled with kid-friendly charm, diverse characters,
and universal appeal.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$6.99 / $9.50 Can.
9781328900111
E-book ISBN 9780544868199
Author Residence:
Author: Los Angeles, CA
Illustrator: Atlanta, GA

Trouble Next Door
The Carver Chronicles, Book Four
Karen English, illustrated by Laura Freeman
“A pleasing addition to a series in which diverse readers can recognize themselves in
starring roles.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Another warm and approachable outing with the [Carver School] gang.” —The
Bulletin
Third-grader Calvin is dealing with his next-door neighbors moving away—and the
school bully moving in. Meanwhile, competition at the school science fair is heating
up, and Calvin must decide what to do when his data doesn't prove his theory. This
lively installment in a chapter book series about a diverse group of elementary
schoolers offers spot-on storytelling, relatable characters and situations, and plenty of
action.
Coretta Scott King Honoree K a re n En glis h is the author of It All Comes Down to This and the
Carver Chronicles and Nikki and Deja series. She lives in Los Angeles, California.
L a u ra F re e ma n has illustrated many books, including her own Natalie’s Hair Was Wild! and the
Carver Chronicles series. She lives near Atlanta, Georgia. www.lfreemanart.com.
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June 2018
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
120 pages
7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Text: Rennert Literary
Art: Painted Words
Chapter book

A new, young chapter book by the author of the Just Grace
books, for readers who are fans of Dory Fantasmagory,
Nancy Clancy, and Heidi Heckelbeck!

Hardcover edition
$15.99 CL/$21.99 CAN
978-0-544-63063-5
HMH Books for Young Readers
$6.99 / $9.99 Can.
9781328900128
E-book ISBN 9780544868113
Author Residence:
Author: Oregon
Illustrator: British Columbia, Canada

Mae and June and the Wonder Wheel
Charise Mericle Harper, illustrated by Ashley Spires
In this chapter book for young readers, June is thrilled to get a new neighbor: Mae!
Soon the two of them are best friends and are having adventures determined by the
Wonder Wheel that they spin each morning. Whether it’s pretending to be a dog for
a day or collecting things that are blue, the girls never know what each day will
bring. Also, June has a secret: her dog Sammy can talk, but only she can hear him.
Will her new best friend believe her if she tells her?

Charise Mericle Harper is the author of many books for young readers, including the Fashion
Kitty series. Charise lives in Oregon with her family.
Ashley Spires is the creator of picture books and graphic novels, including The Most Magniﬁcent
Thing and Binky the Space Cat. She lives in British Columbia.
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April 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
304 pages
7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: O'Connor Literary
Middle Grade Fiction

In this middle grade debut, perfect for fans of
The Watsons Go to Birmingham, two boys become
friends through a desegregation busing program.

Hardcover edition
$16.99 CL/$23.99 CAN
978-0-544-82608-3
HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328941664
E-book ISBN 9781328698919

Armstrong and Charlie

Author Residence:
Los Angeles, CA

Steven B. Frank
Charlie isn’t looking forward to sixth grade. If he starts sixth grade, chances are he’ll
ﬁnish it, and he’ll be older than his older brother ever was. Armstrong isn’t looking
forward to sixth grade either. He’ll have to wake up at ﬁve thirty to ride a bus to an
all-white school in the Hollywood Hills. When they are assigned seats next to each
other, what starts as a rivalry becomes a close friendship.
Set in Los Angeles in the 1970s, Armstrong and Charlie is the hilarious, heartwarming
tale of two boys from opposite worlds. Different, yet the same.
Steven B. Frank is the author of The Pen Commandments: A Guide for the Beginning Writer. He
teaches middle school at Le Lycée Français de Los Angeles and lives in Laurel Canyon,
California. Armstrong and Charlie was inspired by his own sixth grade year at Wonderland Avenue
Elementary.
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April 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
368 pages
7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/S: HMH
P/M: Harvey Klinger
Middle Grade Fiction

Two princesses and their winged lion companion encounter
startling perils and possibilities in an adventure from
the rich imagination of Sarah Beth Durst.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328941657
E-book ISBN 9780544707344

Author Residence:
Stony Brook, NY

Journey Across the Hidden Islands
Sarah Beth Durst
“An enjoyable coming-of-age fantasy-adventure that also showcases the deep bond
between sisters.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Engrossing.” —School Library Journal
“This adventure has surprise after surprise.” —Tamora Pierce, New York Times bestselling author
The traditional Emperor’s Journey should be uneventful. But as the princesses Seika
and Ji Lin—twin sisters—travel to pay respects to their kingdom’s dragon guardian,
unexpected monsters appear and tremors shake the earth. The Hidden Islands are
threatened as old rituals fail. With only their strength, ingenuity, and ﬂying lion to
rely on, can the sisters ﬁnd a new way to keep their people safe?
S a r a h B e t h D u r s t is the author of award-winning fantasy novels for children and adults,
including The Girl Who Could Not Dream and The Stone Girl’s Story. She lives with her family in
Stony Brook, New York. Visit her at www.sarahbethdurst.com.
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August 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
176 pages
7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M: Curtis Brown
Middle Grade Fiction

A thrilling time-travel adventure from Newbery Medalist
and best-selling author Linda Sue Park!

HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328895752
E-book ISBN 9780547394114
Author Residence:
Rochester, NY

Archer's Quest
Linda Sue Park
* “Will intrigue and amuse readers.” —KLIATT, starred review
“Excellent.” —Kirkus Reviews
Twelve-year-old Kevin Kim is shocked when a young man, complete with bow and
arrows, crash-lands on his bedroom ﬂoor—especially when that man, Skillful Archer,
claims to be a legendary ruler from ancient Korea. As much as Kevin enjoys teaching
Archie about contemporary life and learning about Korean history from Archie’s
stories, Kevin needs to help Archie get back home—or history will be changed
forever.
L i n d a S u e P a r k is the author of the Newbery Medal book A Single Shard and the New York Times
bestseller A Long Walk to Water, as well as many other acclaimed novels and picture books. She
lives with her family in Rochester, New York. Visit her website at www.lspark.com.
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March 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
208 pages
7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/S:HMH
P/M/A: Text: Wernick & Pratt
Art: HMH
Middle Grade Fiction

Woody Allen meets My Big Fat Greek Wedding
in this humorous, offbeat middle grade novel.

Hardcover edition
$16.99 CL/ $23.99 CAN
978-0-544-14846-8

HMH Books for Young Readers
$6.99 / $9.50 Can.
9781328900142
E-book ISBN 9780544868090
Author Residence:
Author: Plainﬁeld, NJ
Illustrator: San Francisco, CA

Isabella for Real
Margie Palatini, illustrated by LeUyen Pham
When Isabella Antonelli becomes an overnight YouTube sensation in a documentary
detailing her REAL, non-royal Italian American family, she needs to ﬁgure out a way
to tell everyone at her fancy new school the truth about her family—or come up with
some better lies.
Brimming with offbeat humor, Isabella for Real sets the scene for an
eccentric multigenerational family drama that will have readers laughing out loud
and giving Isabella’s performance a standing ovation.

Margie Palatini is the author of almost forty books. Like Isabella, Margie lives in New Jersey. Visit
her and her other characters at margiepalatini.com.
LeUyen Pham is the illustrator of more than ﬁfty children’s books. She lives in San Francisco,
California. Visit her at leuyenpham.com.
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March 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
80 pages
9 in H | 5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Author via HMH
Middle grade ﬁction

A perceptive and poignant poetry collection
about the ups and downs of middle school.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$7.99 / $10.99 Can.
9781328900180
E-book ISBN 9780547533513
MARKETING
Discussion guide

Author Residence:
Author: Los Angeles, CA
Illustrator: Escondido, CA

Swimming Upstream
Middle School Poems
Kristine O’Connell George, illustrated by Debbie Tilley
“Engaging.” —The Bulletin
“Sweet and on key.” —Booklist
“From humorous to angst-ridden, this collection offers verses that will captivate your
pre-teen.” —Scholastic.com
The ﬁrst year of middle school brings an array of new experiences and challenges.
Award-winning poet Kristine O’Connell George’s short, accessible poems are
complemented by lively illustrations and will evoke the most memorable moments of
the school year.
K rist in e O ' C o n n e ll G e o rge is an acclaimed poet and has written several books of poetry for
young people, including Toasting Marshmallows: Camping Poems. She lives in Southern California.
Visit her at www.kristinegeorge.com.
Debbie Tilley has illustrated many books for children, including Babies Don’t Eat Pizza, by
Dianne Danzig. She lives in Escondido, California.
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July 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
80 pages
9 in H | 11 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 44
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH (permissions
permitting)
P/M: Andrea Brown Literary
Middle grade nonﬁction
Series: Scientists in the Field Series

From acclaimed author Elizabeth Rusch comes the
electrifying story of the surfer scientists and engineers
working to transform ocean waves into electricity.

Hardcover edition

The Next Wave

$18.99 CL/$26.99 CAN
978-0-544-09999-9
HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328852328
MARKETING
• Educator guide
• www.sciencemeetsadventure.com

Author Residence:
Portland, Oregon

The Quest to Harness the Power of the Oceans
Elizabeth Rusch
Journey to the wave-battered coast of the Paciﬁc Northwest to meet some of the
engineers and scientists working to harness the punishing force of our oceans, one of
nature’s powerful and renewable energy sources. With an array of amazing devices
that cling to the bottom of the sea ﬂoor and surf on the crests of waves, these
explorers are using a combination of science, imagination, and innovation to try to
capture wave energy in the hopes of someday powering our lives in a cleaner, more
sustainable way.
Elizabeth Rusch has published more than one hundred magazine articles and is the author of a
number of award-winning nonﬁction titles for children, including Eruption!, The Mighty Mars
Rovers, Generation Fix, Will It Blow?, The Planet Hunter, and For the Love of Music: The Remarkable
Story of Maria Anna Mozart.
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July 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
64 pages
9 in H | 11 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 22
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/S: HMH
A/P/M: Writers House
Middle grade nonﬁction
Series: Scientists in the Field Series

Scientists in the Field brought to your
very own backyard, investigating an invasive
beetle species primed to wipe out entire forests.

Hardcover edition
$18.99 CL/$26.99 CAN
978-0-547-79267-5
HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328895721
E-book ISBN 9780544601994
MARKETING
• Educator guide
• Website:
www.sciencemeetsadventure.com

Author Residence:
Massachusetts

Beetle Busters
A Rogue Insect and the People Who Track It
Loree Grifﬁn Burns, photographs by Ellen Harasimowicz
The Asian longhorned beetle came to America from China, living in wood turned
into shipping material. At ﬁrst the beetles invaded urban areas, where hardwood
trees were in limited supply—but now there is bad news in Massachusetts, New
York, New Jersey, and Ontario. Infestations have erupted in hardwood forests, and
these beetles are very good at killing trees.
Clint McFarland’s job? Stop the ALB at any cost. How do you balance the needs of
residents, the environment, and an invasive species primed to wipe out entire forests?
It takes the help of everyday people, bug scientists, and tree doctors to eradicate this
invasive pest.
Loree Grifﬁn Burns
Burns, PhD, did her doctoral studies at the University of Massachusetts Medical
School and lives in Massachusetts with her husband and three children.
Ellen Harasimowicz
Harasimowicz's photography has appeared in the Washington Post, Scientiﬁc American,
Down East, In Touch Weekly, and Audubon Adventures. She lives in central Massachusetts.
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March 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
304 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/P/M: WME
A: Listening Library
Middle grade nonﬁction

Carli Lloyd’s inspirational memoir for young readers about
going from nearly quitting soccer to being
the number one player in the world.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328740977
E-book ISBN 9781328695703
Author Residence:
Lloyd: Houston, Texas
Coffey: Sleepy Hollow, New York

All Heart
My Dedication and Determination to Become One of Soccer's Best
Carli Lloyd, with Wayne Coffey
There was a time when Carli Lloyd almost quit soccer. Then she met James Galanis,
a trainer who believed in her and saw her as a player with rare talent and skill who
needed to work on her weaknesses. He offered to help her, but only if she made
soccer her number one priority. Carli said yes.
In her own words, Carli Lloyd, the two-time recipient of the FIFA World Player of
the Year award, tells her inspirational story of going from near defeat to the ultimate
goal. All Heart is for players, fans, coaches, dreamers, and anyone who has ever
thought about giving up.
Carli Lloyd is the co-captain of the U.S. national soccer team and scored the gold-medalwinning goals in the 2008 and 2012 Olympics. Visit her online at carlilloyd.com and on Twitter
at @CarliLloyd.
Wayne Coffey is an award-winning sports journalist and the New York Times best-selling author
of more than thirty books.
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August 2018
Ages 10 to 12, Grades 5 to 7
72 pages
10 in H | 10 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 46
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/P/M/S: Writers House
A: HMH
Middle Grade Nonﬁction

An awe-inspiring glimpse into the farthest reaches of our universe.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328895776
E-book ISBN 9780547505961
Author Residence:
Houston, TX

Space, Stars, and the Beginning of Time
What the Hubble Telescope Saw
Elaine Scott
“Gasp-worthy photographs. . . . This title should be essential reading.” —The Bulletin
Have you ever wished you could travel back in time? Visit a galaxy light-years
away? See a star being born? The Hubble telescope has allowed scientists to do just
that. Its dazzling images have transformed astronomy, shedding light on the deepest
mysteries of the cosmos and helping scientists ﬁnd new galaxies and look back in
time nearly to the big bang. Through the eye of the Hubble, Elaine Scott skillfully
guides readers along the evolution of our universe, investigating a question that was
once unanswerable: “Where did we come from?”
E l a i n e S c o t t, a veteran nonﬁction writer, is often praised for making complicated scientiﬁc
concepts accessible for young readers. She is the author of several popular and well-received
books on space, including Mars and the Search for Life and When Is a Planet Not a Planet? The Story
of Pluto. She lives in Houston, Texas. Visit her at www.elainescott.com.
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August 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
336 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A/S: HMH
T/P/M: Harvey Klinger
Teen Fiction

An action-packed companion to the New York Times
bestseller Mechanica that's perfect for fans of the
Lunar Chronicles and the Red Queen series.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328941640
E-book ISBN 9780544319295
Author Residence:
Co. Galway, Ireland

Venturess
Betsy Cornwell
* “Clever . . . [and] appealing.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review
The young inventor Nicolette Lampton is living her own fairy-tale happy ending.
She's free of her horrible stepfamily, running a successful business, and is
uninterested in marrying the handsome prince, Fin. Instead, she, Fin, and their
friend Caro venture to the lush land of Faerie, where they seek to put an end to the
bloody war their kingdom is waging. Mechanical armies and dark magic await
them as they uncover devastating secrets about the past and ﬁght for a real, lasting
happily-ever-after for two troubled countries—and for themselves.
B e t s y C o r n w e l l is the New York Times best-selling author of Tides, Mechanica, and The Forest
Queen. She received an MFA in creative writing from Notre Dame and lives in Ireland with her
family. Visit her at www.betsycornwell.com.
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March 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
192 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Harold Ober
teen ﬁction

Seventeen-year-old Natalie Armstrong searches for the truth
about her birth mother in this poignant tale
by Newbery Medalist Lois Lowry.

Hardcover edition
$18.00 CL/$25.50 CAN
978-0-395-26459-1
Random
House, 978-0-440-20541-8, $5.99
HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328901057
E-book ISBN 9780547345987

Find a Stranger, Say Goodbye

Author Residence:
Cambridge, MA and Falmouth, ME

Natalie Armstrong has everything: she’s smart and beautiful, has the perfect
boyfriend, early acceptance to college, and a loving family. But the summer she turns
seventeen, she ﬁnally decides to ask some unanswered questions: Who are her
biological parents and why did they give her up when she was born?

Lois Lowry

These questions take her on a journey from the deep woods of Maine to the streets of
New York City, from the pages of old phone books and a tattered yearbook photo to
the realization that she might actually meet her biological mother face-to-face.
Lois Lowry is the author of more than thirty books for children and young adults. She has
received countless honors, among them the Boston Globe–Horn Book Award, the Dorothy
Canﬁeld Fisher Book Award, and the Mark Twain Award. She received Newbery Medals for two
of her novels, Number the Stars and The Giver. Visit her at www.loislowry.com.
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May 2018
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
208 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M/S: HMH
Teen ﬁction

A sparse and emotionally powerful depiction
of Vietnam and civil unrest told in verse form.

Hardcover edition:
$17.99 CL/$20.99 CAN
978-0-544-30215-0
HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328904102
E-book ISBN 9780544301740
Author Residence:

Provo, Utah

Death Coming Up the Hill
Chris Crowe
"Take a look at this gripping, fast-moving quick pick." —The Bulletin
It’s 1968, and war is not foreign to seventeen-year-old Ashe. His racist father married
his peace-activist mother when she became pregnant with him, and ever since, the
couple, like the situation in Vietnam, has been engaged in a “senseless war that could
have been prevented.” When his high school teacher dares to teach the political
realities of the war, Ashe grows to better understand the situation in Vietnam, his
family, and the world around him. But when a new crisis hits his parents’ marriage,
Ashe ﬁnds himself trapped, with no options before him but to enter the fray.
Chris Crowe
Crowe, a professor of English at Brigham Young University, has published award-winning
ﬁction and nonﬁction for teenagers, as well as written for many magazines. He is a popular
speaker and writer in librarian and teacher circles. He lives with his wife in Provo, Utah. Visit
www.chriscrowe.com.
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June 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: Nancy Yost Literary
Teen ﬁction

This quick-witted novel-in-verse is Glee meets Grease,
now in paperback! Can online romance work IRL?

Hardcover edition
$17.99 CL/$24.99 CAN
978-0-544-70674-3
HMH Books for Young Readers
$8.99 / $12.50 Can.
9781328901026
E-book ISBN 9780544868144
Author Residence:
Los Angeles, CA

Girls Like Me
Lola StVil
Fifteen-year-old Shay Summers is trying to cope with the death of her father, being
overweight, and threats from a girl bully in school. When she falls in love with Blake,
a mysterious boy online, insecure Shay doesn't want to tell him who she is. But with
the help of her two best friends, as well as an assist by Kermit and Miss Piggy,
ultimately Shay and Blake’s love prevails.
Girls Like Me is a fun and fresh poetic take on teen angst, social media and online
anonymity, and high school romance.
Lola StVil was seven when she ﬁrst came to the United States from Port-au-Prince, Haiti. She
attended Columbia College in Chicago, where her main focus was creative writing. She is the
author of the best-selling Guardians series and the Noru series.
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March 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World English
Rights:
B/A: HMH
T/P/M: Inkwell Management
Teen Fiction

A popular Los Angeles girl plays matchmaker for her autistic
sister in this keenly perceptive and refreshingly funny novel
that’s perfect for fans of Jenny Han.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328869340
E-book ISBN 9781328698940

Author Residence:
Los Angeles, California

Things I Should Have Known
Claire LaZebnik
From the author of Epic Fail comes the story of Chloe Mitchell, a Los Angeles girl on
a quest to ﬁnd love for her autistic sister, Ivy. Ethan, from Ivy’s class, seems like the
perfect match. It’s unfortunate that his older brother, David, is one of Chloe’s least
favorite people, but Chloe can deal, especially when she realizes that David is just as
devoted to Ethan as she is to Ivy. Uncommonly honest, this is a story about
sisterhood, autism, and ﬁrst love. Chloe, Ivy, David, and Ethan, who form a quirky
and lovable circle, will steal readers’ hearts and remind us all that it’s okay to be a
different kind of normal.

Claire LaZebnik has written many adult and YA novels, has coauthored two books on autism,
and has contributed to the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal. She lives with her TV
writer husband and four children, one of whom has autism. Visit her online at
clairelazebnik.com.
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July 2018
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/P/M: Folio Literary
A: Recorded Books
Teen Fiction

Waking from a coma, once cynical Eden
sees the world in a new light and opens her heart
to unfamiliar ﬁrsts, including love.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328869319
E-book ISBN 9780544868229
Author Residence:
Taos, New Mexico

But Then I Came Back
Estelle Laure
From the author of This Raging Light comes the story of Eden Jones, a seventeenyear-old girl who feels lost after surviving a near fatal accident. Unable to connect
with her family and friends, Eden forms an unlikely relationship with Joe, a boy who
comes to the hospital to visit Jasmine, a friend who may soon be gone forever. Eden
is the only person who can get through to Jasmine, but is she brave enough to face a
world that’s bigger and more magical than she ever would have allowed? Lyrical,
unexpected, and romantic, Estelle Laure’s new novel is about interwoven lives, long
goodbyes, and the imperfect beauty of young love.

Estelle Laure is a Vonnegut worshiper who believes in love, magic, and the power of facing hard
truths. She has a BA in theatre arts, and an MFA from Vermont College of Fine Arts, and she lives
in Taos, New Mexico, with her children. www.estellelaure.com
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May 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
368 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Dystel & Goderich
Teen Fiction

A teenage falconer-in-training ﬁnds trouble when he falls
for a girl who is part of a radical animal rights group.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$8.99 / $12.50 Can.
9781328901040
E-book ISBN 9780544868168
Author Residence:
Chicago area, IL

Flip the Bird
Kym Brunner
Mercer Buddie wants two things: a girlfriend and the chance to prove himself to his
master falconer father. With hunting season approaching, fourteen-year-old Mercer
has only a short time to train his red-tailed hawk, Flip.
Then Mercer meets Lucy and thinks his love life is about to take ﬂight—until he
discovers that she belongs to a fanatical animal rights organization called HALT. If
Mercer wants to keep seeing Lucy, he’ll need to keep his love of falconry and his
family’s raptor rehabilitation center a secret from her, and Lucy’s involvement with
HALT from his family. Is love worth all the lies—and maybe even the loss of his bird?

Kym Brunner is the author of Wanted: Dead or In Love and One Smart Cookie. She teaches
seventh grade reading and language arts in a suburb of Chicago. Visit her at
www.kymbrunner.com and on Twitter at @KymBrunner..
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May 2018
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
352 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: World
Rights:
B/T/A: HMH
P/M: Rees Literary
Teen Fiction

A summer love story about two girls and the wishes
that bring them together, perfect for fans of
Nina LaCour and Morgan Matson.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328869326
E-book ISBN 9781328698957

Author Residence:
Nashville, Tennessee

How to Make a Wish
Ashley Herring Blake
Grace, tough and wise, has nearly given up on wishes, thanks to a childhood spent
with her unpredictable, larger-than-life mother. But this summer, Grace meets Eva, a
girl who believes in dreams, despite her own difﬁcult circumstances. One fateful
evening, Eva climbs through a window in Grace’s room, setting off a chain of stolen
nights on the beach. When Eva tells Grace that she likes girls, Grace’s world opens up
and she begins to believe in happiness again.
How to Make a Wish is an emotionally charged portrait of a mother and daughter’s
relationship and a heartfelt story about two girls who ﬁnd each other at the exact
right time.
A s h l e y H e r r i n g B l a k e used to write songs and now she writes books, including Suffer Love and
How to Make a Wish. She reads them a lot too and has been known to stare wistfully at her
bookshelves. She lives in Nashville, Tennessee, with her husband and two sons. Visit Ashley at
ashleyherringblake.com and on Twitter at @ashleyhblake.
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July 2018
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7 And Up
400 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B: Pushkin Press
A: Dreamscape
T/P/M: New Leaf Literary
Teen Fiction

What if the ordinary things we take for granted
suddenly disappeared? A YA debut in the tradition
of The Ocean at the End of the Lane and Bone Gap.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328904072
E-book ISBN 9781328699008
Author Residence:
San Francisco, California

The Disappearances
by Emily Bain Murphy
Every seven years something disappears in the town of Sterling: reﬂections, dreams,
colors, stars. When Aila Quinn arrives, she realizes why her deceased mother, Juliet,
never spoke of growing up there—the town is cursed to lose the experiences that
weave life together, and everyone thinks Juliet is to blame.
Aila sets out to clear her mother’s name with the help of George, whose goofy charm
makes him a fast friend; Beas, the enigmatic violinist who writes poetry on her knees;
and William, whose pull on Aila’s heart terriﬁes her.
The Disappearances is a bewitching tale full of intrigue, beauty, and dread that will
leave you entranced.

Emily Bain Murphy grew up in Tokyo and Hong Kong, graduated from Tufts with a major in
creative writing, and now lives in San Francisco with her family. She has been published in
the Indianapolis Star and Indianapolis Monthly magazine. The Disappearances is Emily's debut
novel. Visit her at www.emilybainmurphy.com and on Twitter at @EBain.
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August 2018
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
448 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US,C,O
Rights:
B/T/A/P/M/S: Foundry Literary
Teen ﬁction

In the sequel to the dazzling time-travel romance
Into the Dim, Hope must decide where she belongs in time,
while she and Bran search for a way to be together.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328915269
E-book ISBN 9781328698964
MARKETING
• Dedicated website:
hmhbooks.com/intothedim

Author Residence:
Bryant, Arkansas

Sparks of Light
Janet B. Taylor
“The perfect blend of mystery, sci-ﬁ, action, cute guys, romance, history
and gorgeous Scotland.” —Justine magazine on Into the Dim
It’s been more than a month since Hope rescued her mom from the brutal twelfth
century. For the ﬁrst time in her life, Hope has friends . . . and a boyfriend. She’s a
Viator now, a member of a long line of time-traveling ancestors.
When the Viators learn of the Timeslipper’s plan to steal a dangerous device from the
inventor Nicolas Tesla, it’s a race to see who can get to him ﬁrst. They travel to the
glittering golden age of New York in the year 1903, where Hope must confront her
past to secure her future.
J a n e t B . Taylor is the author of Into the Dim. She travels extensively to the places where her
novels are set, often roaming at night to commune with historical ﬁgures. She lives in Arkansas
with her family and Dorda the dog. Visit her at janetbtaylor.com.
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Teen Fiction

Four teens are kidnapped and forced to join a cult—
but what happens if they rebel against their leader?

HMH Books for Young Readers
$9.99 / $13.99 Can.
9781328901064
E-book ISBN 9781328699039

Author Residence:
Frankfurt, Germany

The Special Ones
Em Bailey
Esther is one of the Special Ones: four young spiritual guides who live in a remote
farmhouse under the protection of a mysterious cult leader. He watches them around
the clock, ready to punish them if they forget who they are—and all the while,
broadcasting their lives to eager followers on the outside.
Esther knows that if she stops being Special, he will “renew” her. Nobody knows
what happens to the Special Ones who are taken away from the farm for renewal,
but Esther fears the worst. Like an actor caught up in an endless play, she must keep
up the performance if she wants to survive long enough to escape in this daring
psychological thriller.
Em Bailey is the author of many books for children. Her ﬁrst novel for young adults was Shift, a
psychological thriller published internationally to great acclaim, which won the teens’ choice
Gold Inky Award and was selected as a Notable Book by the Children’s Book Council of Australia.
She lives in Germany with her partner and daughter.
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Get to know one of the greatest presidents in
American history, Abraham Lincoln, through
his speeches, writings, and letters.

HMH Books for Young Readers
$12.99 / $17.99 Can.
9781328895745
Author Residence:
Author is deceased.

Lincoln in His Own Words
Milton Meltzer, illustrated by Stephen Alcorn
A renowned orator and writer, Abraham Lincoln believed in speaking plainly so
every American could understand the complicated issues affecting the country. His
simple but elegant words are a testament to his unfailing dedication to the ideals of
freedom, equality, and justice upon which America was founded.
In this comprehensive collection of Lincoln’s writings—from the Emancipation
Proclamation to the compassionate and often humorous letters to family and friends
—historian Milton Meltzer provides a rare personal glimpse into the life of the man
behind the legendary words, with bold linocuts by illustrator Stephen Alcorn.

Milton Meltzer (1915–2009) was the award-winning author of 110 books, including ﬁve
National Book Award nominees. With Langston Hughes, he coauthored A Pictorial History of
African Americans, now in its sixth edition. He lived in New York City.
Stephen Alcorn is an acclaimed artist who has illustrated many picture books, including Let It
Shine: Stories of Black Women Freedom Fighters by Andrea Davis Pinkney, and I, Too, Sing America:
Three Centuries of African American Poetry by Catherine Clinto...
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